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Editorial Notes.

QUESTION DRAWER in next issue.

THANKS to the friends who have sent us con-
tributions for our " School-room Methods " de-
partment. One or two we have been unable to
use as yet because of the somewhat compli-
cated diagrams. It is well to avoid these unless
absolutely necessary. Rectilinear figures can
usually be given without much difficulty. But
please send on whatever you have that is likely
to be helpful to others. We want to see this
department of the paper greatly developed.

THE London Free Press does well to com-
plain bitterly of the action of the School Board in
that city, in having had " a well sunk in much de-
filed soil, and the water of a very nasty kind given
to the children of the Park St. School." This is
most extraordinary in a city which has been at
large expense in securing a supply of pure water.
The well in question bas been petitioned against
and it may be hoped will be speedily abolished.
School children are inveterate water drinkers,and
should have an abundance of the purest water
that can be procured.

IN a paper read before an English educa-
tional association, Mr. Isaac Pitman presented
some propositions which are startling, if true.
He said that a million pounds yearly are wasted
by the present method of teaching reading in our
elementary schools, and that this sum may be
saved by the use of phonetic reading books.
He argued, also, that a hundred million hours
yearly are wasted in writing by those who speak
the English language, which might be saved
were shorthand in general use. These state-
ments were sustained by elaborate calculations.
The matter is certainly worth thinking about.

IT is gratifying to note that the number of
women entering the colleges of the Dominion
is steadily increasing from year to year. In
the United States the Association of Collegiate
Alumne, composed of women who have gradu-
ated from the fourteen principal American col-
leges to which women are admitted, is doing
much to further the cause of the higher educa-
tion of women. Among the names published

in its list of 648 members are those of many
women who have distinguished themselves for
honest intellectual work, not a few of whom
have a fame that extends throughout the country.

AN English Reading Book has lately been
published by Dr. Landmann, of Leipsic, for the
use of young Germans learning the English
language. It consists of a single number of the
London Times, with notes and explanations of
the text, sufficient to enable the learner to un-
derstand what he reads. The idea is, of course,
that the student is in this way brought into con-
tact with the actual, living language as it is in
use to-day, not as it exists in the classic models
of two or three centuries ago. The only ques-
tion is, to what extent do the words and style of
the Times itself represent the every-day English
of business and social life ? If the re-publica-
tion were confined to the editorials there might
be room for doubt on this point, but as it in-
cludes news items, reports, advertisements, etc.,
and as everybody reads some part at least of
such a paper as the Times, the probability is
that the new book will answer its purpose ad-
mirably. The idea is excellent, at least, for the
fruitful germs it contains.

DR. E. HITCHCOCK, JR., Acting Professor of
Physical Culture at Cornell University, in his
last annual report presents some interesting
data which, it is claimed, establish two im-
portant points in reference to gymnasium work,
viz., first, that it develops the physical powers
in the direction of health, strength, and endur-
ance ; second, that it does not prevent but
rather promotes brain development. The evi-
dence presented seems to afford irrefutable
evidence of the value of the required gymnastic
work in the physical development of the stu-
dent. In regard to the second point Dr.
Hitchcock's report proves conclusively, it is
claimed, the fallacy of the argument that
students who devote their time to college
sports necessarily neglect their studies and are
"low stand men." Several tables of the stand-
ing of the crews, athletic teams, and ball nines
are presented, and from these it is shown that
since rowing was first attempted in the univer-
sity the average standing of the Cornell oarsmen
bas been seventy on a scale of ioo ; that of the
base-ball teams for the years '85, '86, and '87 is
seventy-three, and of the athletic teams for the
same years seventy-six.
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THE thoughtful address of Professor Watson
at the recent Anniversary of Queen's, is both
practical and scholarly. We shall, if possible,
give it in full to our readers at an early day.
The suggestion that a meeting should be held of
the representatives of all the Canadian Univer-
sities, or at least of the Universities of Ontario,
"for the purpose of enquiring whether our
matriculation examinations might not be made
more rational than they now are, and for the
discussion of all questions affecting the interests
of higher education," is an excellent one. We
hope it may lead to some practical result.

DR. B. A. HINSDALE, in Science, quotes Dr.
Stanley Hall as saying, some years ago, that he
had seen a file of one hundred and fifty small
German boys a quarter of a mile away, just as
they marched out of the school-house at noon;
also that he had observed that the little girls at
the Victoria school, Berlin, did not run a step at
recess, br do anything that an equal number of
ladies might not do. " But such things as these,"
adds Dr. Hinsdale, "it hardly need be said,
cannot be found in the typical American
school." We hope Dr. Hinsdale does
not regret the fact. We are not quite sure
whether it is intended to represent Dr. Hall as
approving of the little girls who " did not run a
step at recess, or do anything that an equal num-
ber of ladies might not do," but if that is a
model training we hope our Ontario girls may
long be spared it.

INQUIRIES are often made by teachers for
books containing suitable selections for recita-
tion on Friday afternoons and other occasions.
We cannot do better than to call the attention
of such to the advertisements of the " National
School of Elocution and Oratory," Philadelphia,
which appear from time to time in our columns.
Among the Book Notices in this number will be
found a list of recent publications by this well-
known establishment, which by their scope and
variety are adapted to meet almost every want of
the school-room, for the purposes indicated.
The reputation of this well-known firm affords a
guarantee that its selections will be in good taste,
and free from anything trashy or otherwise
objectionable. While a few of the pieces are
specially adapted for children in the schools
of the United States, and unsuitable for Cana-
dian pupils, the great majority of them will be
found equally suitable for the young of either
nationality.

WE have occasionally a complaint that some of
the meetings of the Teachers' Institutes are not
reported in the JOURNAL If any are not reported
it is because no one has taken the trouble to
send us an account of proceedings. As there
are on an average about three of these meetings
eachweek in different-oftendistant-parts of the
Province, it is manifestly out of the question that
we should send reporters. We shall always be

glad to publish such report as our space will
admit of, if the Secretary, or sonie other friend,
will be good enough to send us one. The re-
port, as a rule, should. not occupy more than a
column of the JOURNAL, and friends obliging
us by sending them will do well to bear in mind
that matters of business and routine, having only
a local interest, may be omitted. What is usu-
ally most interesting and profitable is a synopsis
of the salient points in any good paper, or ad-
dress, or model lesson, that may be given.
These are of general interest and may be help-
ful to all.

THROUGH an oversight we neglected to note,
at the proper time, the advent of The School
limes, a monthly educational journal, whose
publication was commenced in Winnipeg, in
August, by the School Times Publishing Com-
pany. The School Times is devoted mainly to
the interests of the profession in Manitoba, but
gives also a portion of its space to educational
matters in the North-west Territory. The two
numbers before us are well filled with original
and selected articles adapted to be interesting
and useful to teachers. At first sight of the new
journal we were disposed to think that some one
was making a rash venture which experience
might lead him to regret, but we observe from
the " Salutatory " that the publishers have wisely
foreseen that such a publication cannot hope to
be financially self supporting in so small a con-
stituency, and that a few friends of education
throughout the province have provided amply for
its continuance. We welcome our new fellow-
laborer to the field, and wish it every success in
its work.

"I WISH you'd bring your fiercest batteries to
bear on the Educational Department. Here we
are, placed in savagedom, pestered with never-to-
be-shamed nor-abashed beggars, with provisions
nearly thrice Toronto prices, at the munificent
satary of $25 per mensem ! So afraid are the
authorities that we should grow fat and kick, as
did erstwhile Jesurun, that we are forbidden
to trade with the Indiins or any other persons,
and we are not to raise more agricu-ltural produce
than we ourselves can consume. We have no
companionship, we see the Inspector and the
Indian agent once a year, postal accommoda-
tion defective to the nit point (nearly), ánd a
poor house, seldom water-tight, to live in. I, for
one, seldom touch meat (game) or fish more
than once a week. How can we honestly live ?
And where can the clothing come from ? "

We quote the above, by permission, from a
private note to the editor of a contemporary.
The letter is dated from a far-off station of the
C. P. R., in the Northwest. The writer is evi-
dently astray in supposing that the Ontario
educational authorities have anything to do
with the matter. He is, we infer, in the employ
of the Dominion Government as a teacher of
the Indians on a reserve. If so, he lias certainly
much to complain of, and the Government
which thus treats its employees much to be
ashamed of. Is it any wonder that the Indians
are not becoming civilized and educated faster ?
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Educational Thought.

GENIUS is an infinite capacity for work growing
out of an infinite power of love.- Thring.

THE first, and pretty nearly the last thing that
the public school ought to do, will be to teach the
boy or girl to read, speak, and write the English
language intelligently. This will afford no end of
mental discipline, and will, at the same time, put
in a pupil's hand the key to every door that he may
need to swing farther on.--Rev. Dr. C. H. Park-
hurst.

TEACHERS should have a fund of general intelli-
gence-not alone in matters of literature, art and
science, but in the affairs of the day-the affairs of
Europe as well as America. A little time given to
the daily newspaper is an excellent investment. A
little time devoted to current news in the school is
well spent. Our work has so much routine about
it that unless we are careful we are apt to shut
ourselves in from the broader life about us.-Cen-
tral SchoolJournal.

TEAcHING is the process by which one mind ex-
ercises, incites, and develops the mind of another.
Some do it by their presence merely, some by their
conversation-these are rare. Others make a
special business of it. They excite the curiosity,
they demand thinking by putting questions, to an-
swer which the pupil studies. True teaching
keeps ever the growth of the child in view. The
greatest work of the world is teaching. It is so
great that but few can do it. It is the most ex-
hausting of all kinds of work. I c demands will-
power, sympathy, insight, kindliness, sweetness
and stimulation.-Exchange.

IN all the earlier stages of education the chief
business of the teacher is to arouse and direct the
activity of the pupil. All mental development and
growth in knowledge is conditioned upon this
activity. The pupil must desire to know, he must
observe and think for himself. No receptivity,
however great, 'suffices. Indeed, receptivity is
active. The mind must be on the alert, eager for
truth, rejoicing in action. Even when the teacher
instructs, pours into the mind facta and truths, it
is only as thé þupil lays hold upon these facts and
assimilates them by thought that they are really
communicated.-Gen. Thomasj. Morgan, in Edu.
cation.

OUR public schools are organized and maintained
to fit the child for the fulfilment of his duty as a
citizen. But duty is founded on obligation, and
obligation on justice. Now justice is the basis of
morality, and, joined with truth, gives us all that
is known as religion. Society depends for its ex-
istence on truth and justice. Education must
therefore embrace both, if civilized society is to
exist and civilized government to endure. But
truth and justice have their origin in God, who is
their causa efficiens. Hence society cannot exist
without God, nor can society exist without truth
and justice, in which morality bas its being. God
and morality are correlative terms. Education,
then, must embrace a knowledge of God and a
knowledge of His law, which teaches all that is
known of truth and justice.-Bishop Gilmore.

ALL the great men that have lived have acquired
greatness in the same way. They observed, they
worked, they loved. Observation is work, and
true work lives by love. Without observation
there is no thought ; without the material for
thought there is no building. Whether it is pleas-
urable, or otherwise, poets', or schoolboys', obser-
vation is work, and true work is love moving, and
the ideal, after all that foggy enthusiasm can do to
mystify, or blowers of glittering bubbles can blow,is but the final expression of the highest thought
produced by the greatest knowledge and feeling ;
and the greatest knowledge and feeling is pro-
duced by years of patient loving work in a mind
originally strong and susceptible. No doubt this
is a most unsatisfactory conclusion, and prosaic,
for angels, and wings, and the empyreal to arrive
at, most unsatisfactory for the idler, the fool, and
the vain-glorious ; but intensely comforting and
happy to an earnest man, who is ready to humble
himself, to watch and wait on what he loves. Above
all, it is intensely practical for teacher and taught.
- Thring.
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S5ecial Papers.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE TEACHER IN
AND OUT OF SCHOOL.*

MUCH bas been written and many things have
been said on this subject, and perhaps it would not
be out of place to spend a short time in i ecounting
some of these things.

We teachers, amongst the many difficulties which
surround us, and which continually rise up in our
path, sometimes, nay, almost always, lose sight of
the glorious possibilities of Our calling. We forget
the wonderful power which has been delegated to us
of influencing and directing the youth of ourland to
tread the paths of rectitude, or--shall I say it ?-of
'lending that influence to direct them in the opposite
way.

Every man bas an influence which is either for
good or evil. How important that a teacher's influ-
ence should be for good ! The teacher is the
pupil's model, whom he must copy, whose influence
he cannot help recognizing. He has it in bis power
to impress his character upon the children under
him ; yes, it will be impressed, whether he desire
it or not. Such being the case, the ideal which
those who undertake to instruct the young should
set up for themselves ought to be a high one in-
deed. From the person and character of the teacher
flows out " a ceaseless stream of unseen mystic
power," moulding the youthful character. Then
let us not forget our inheritance as teachers and
educators. The words of Webster should ever ring
in our ears "If we work upon marble, it will perish
if weork upon brass, time will efface it; if we rear
temples they will crumble into dust ; but if we work
upon immortal minds, if we imbue them with prin.
ciples, with the just fear of God and love of our fel-
lowmen, we engrave upon those tablets something
which will brighten to all eternity." And let us re
member that, as teachers in the school-room, we
should be living models for the pupils to copy. For
as Ruskin, the great English writer, says: " It ii
not so much in buying pictures, as in being pictures,
that you can encourage a good uchool. The bea
patronage of art is not that which seeks for the plea
sure of sentiment in a vague ideality, nor for beauty
of form in a marble image, but that which educate!
your children into living heroes, and bring
dôwn the flights and fondness of the heart into
practical duty and faithful devotion."

Let us now consider for a short time the teach
er's influence in the school-room particularly.

Solomon says; "A merry heart doeth good liki
a medicine."

Dr. Dwight says: " He that makes a little chilc
happier for half-an-hour is a co-worker with God."

What a blessing to a school is a cheerful teacher
one whose spirits are not affected by wet days o
little disappointments. Such a person brighten
the school-room like a perpetual sunbeam. Thi
children go to school with a sense of somethinj
great to be accomplished, and so day by day thei
strength and energy are renewed.

Again a contributor to an American magazini
gives us the following :-" Besides being faithful i
the ordinary instruction of the school-room, thi
teacher gives many other lessons by the force of hi
own character. One of these is politeness. Thi
includes all those acte of civility and courtesy whicl
make one person truly agreeable to another. It in
volves the treatment of every person with all th,
consideration that is due to him. The teacher nia
daily deliver lectures on the subject or conduct, reci
tations from the text book on 'morals and manners,
yet, if in bis intercourse with his pupils he i
morose, boorish, or clownish, his direct instructioi
will be largely lost. His actions will speak loude
than his words. If he gives respectful attention t
the questions and recitations of his pupils, h
teaches them politeness. The highest and bes
type of politeness is but the outward manifestatioý
of genuine goodness of heart. If the teacher the:
be a true gentleman or lady, the pupils will receiv
effective lessons in politeness without effort on hi
part and without s:udy on theirs."

The same writer continuing, says'- " If th
teacher begins school latç or closes it early ; if h
frequently omits part of the recitations ; if h

t Read by Miss Bremner, before the East Grey Teach
ers' Institute.

lounges about while out of school, he teaches habits
of idleness and thriftlessness. If, on the contrary,
he is active and energetic ; if he always begins and
closes school on time; if he fills every recitation
hour full of cheerful work ; if out of school he en-
gages in useful employment ; and in proper recrea-
tion at proper times, he teaches lessons of industry,
economy, thrift, regularity, and punctuality."

And I would add still another lesson, that of hon-
esty and integrity. In seeking to promote these
virtues in his school, the teacher must ascertain
that there is nothing in his discipline or in his treat-
ment of his pupils which would lead away from
them. He must be very careful in conducting ex-
aminations to see that there is no chance for decep-
tion. Even trifling carelessness in thesematters is
like the opening of a sluice-gate, and sets free a
torrent which it may be next to impossible to stem.
He cannot set up too high a standard for integrity
and honesty.

Let him avoid every appearance of evil in him-
self and detect it in his pupils. Let him always say
what he means and mean what he says. Let him
be what he appears to be. Let him scrupulously
keep his promises. By these means he teaches
honesty. In all things let him be a man of incor-
ruptibility and soundness of heart, and loyal to his
sense of right. Let his adherence to principles of
rectitude be so strong that nothing can break it.

; Let nothing move him from the strict line of duty.
His pupils will see it, will admire his character and
will strive to imitate him.

In the second place, let us consider the teacher's
influence out of school. If he is a man of literary
tastes, and appreciates good reading himself, he
may direct the reading of his pupils. By reading
aloud interesting selections from gond standard
authors, he may create in the minds of his pupils a
desire to proceed with such works ; and the benefit
derived from the reading of a good book is incalcul-
able. Let us do what we can to encourage the
reading of good books and discourage the reading
of that pernicious literature which is so plentiful
and so injurious.

Just a word, by the way, on the subject of read-
ing. We can widen our influence and associate
with the highest and most cultured society by mak-
ing books our friends. Those who have not the privi-
lege of mixing with intellectual, thinking people,
may make up for that deficiency by associating
with Macaulay, Carlyle, Milton, Ruskin, and a host
of others.

Le Vaux says "A teacher must be ever learn-
ing and studying; he can never know enough ; or
as Palmerston says : 'He can never learn too
much.' The true teacher should know or endeavor

d to know the whole circle of knowledge, but more
especially those branches which are of daily use in
his vocation. In the grand march of intellect and

r science he should lead, instead of being led. Fix-
s ing his eye on the star of his country, his great and
e paramount object should be to train up the youth
g of his fold so that they may be good and worthy
r citizens-an honour to him and a credit to them-

selves through the long years to come."
I would also say a few words upon some bad

habits which, I hope, are not very common in our
s profession, viz., the use of strong drink and to-

bacco.
Intemperance is one of the crying evils of the

- present time. Let us then do all we can, both by
e precept and example, both in school and out of

school,to remove this stumbling-block fron the way
of the people. A text-book bas been provided to
teach, from a scientific stand-point, the dangers of

' the use of alcohol. How many of us use this
s book ?
r The use of tobacco is very injurious both morally
r and physically, besides being-well, not a cleanly
e habit. It was the fate of the writer to succeed one
t Who was a constant user of tobacco in more ways
n than one-not only out of school but also in the
n school-room. He had so impressed his charactei
e and habits upon his pupils that every child in that

s sdhool-both boy and girl-was in the habit of spit.
ting upon the floor. It took months of careful ex.

e hortation and patient teaching to do away with thai
e disgustful habit. Their teacher had done it, and
e why should not they ? Many of the boys had learned

from him the use of the pernicious weed. What a
legacy to leave behind! Example is a most power.
ful teacher.

To close
"Thou must be true thyself, if thon the truth

wouldst teach ;
Thy soul must overflow,if thou another soul wouldst

reach ;
It needs the overflow of heart to give the lips free

speech.

Think truly, and thy thoughts shall the world's
famine feed;

Speak truly, and each word of thine shall be a
truthful seed ;

Live truly, and thy life shall be a great and noble
creed."

Mathematics.

All communications intended for this column should be
sent before the 20th ofeach month- to C. Clarkson, B.A.,
Seaforth, Ont.

PROBLEMS FOR SOLUrION.
i. A CONTRACTOR engages what he consideis a suffi.

cient number of men to execute a piece of work in 84
days ; but be ascertains that 3 of his men do, respectively,
i, -, and 1 less than an average day's work, and two
others j and i more, and in order to complete the work
in the 14 weeks he procures the help of 17 additional
men for the 84th day. How much less or more than an
average day's work is required on the part of these 17
men ?-By J. C.

2. A soid goods Se B at sundry times and on different
termis of credit. September' 3otb, 1868, $S0.75 on 4
months' credit ; November 3rd, 1868, $150 on 5 montha
credit ; January s, 1869, $30.80 on 6 months' credit;
March io, 1869, $40.50 on 5 months' credit ; April 25th,
1869, $60.30 on 4 months' credit. How much will
balance the account June 2nd, 1869 ?-By J. C.

3. A person bas $6,5oo which be divides into two
parts and loans at different rates of intercsh, so that the
two parts produce equal returns. If the first part had
been loaned at the second rate of interest, it would have
produced $r8o ; and if the second part had been loaned
at the first rate of interest if would have produced $245.
Find the rates of interest.

A hollow iron cylinder, of which the internal radius is
3 inches and the thickness 2 inches, is cased with wood
an inch thick. If the weights of equal volumes of the iran
and wood are as 11:2, compare the weights of the iron
cylinder and the wooden case.

5. Solve x
2
+2x' -3x 3 - 3x

2
+2x+ i=o, as a quad-

ratic.
6. Solve the equation

22x+2 +41-= 17, as a quadratic.

SOLUTIONS TO R. M. WHITE's PROBLEMS, OCTOBER
NUMBER.

By W. S. HowELL, Sombra; J. M. C.; L. B.. and
others.

i. The capitals are as 42:48
A's=(42X5)+(21x 7)=357
B's=(48x5)+(6x7)=352: Total 709

A's share = 357, 7O9ths of $7090= $3570
B's " =352, " " " =$3520

2. 2% disct. =l'Oá ; § of credit price to be borrowed.
6% for 2 mos=rv; .'. "u of credit price=int.

to be paid.
roo -49 51'

Gain-= - of credit price=$15.30 gain at
5000 5000

the end of two months. If the cash gain is meant, we
must take the present worth of $15.30, due in 2 mol.

3. " A merchant sold two suits of clothes for $72" is
indefinite.

Perhaps they were sold ai $36 each. If so, one was
sold for g cost and the other for 4, .. the cost rices
were $30 and $45 ; total cost =$75; loss=$3 on $75
4% of cost.

If they were not sold ai $36 each, let P =total selling
price,

x=selliing price of istsuit,. P - x=selling price of 2nd.
x +¾ (P - x)=total cost price= (15P - 5x).

5x
.loss or gain=P- A (i5P-5x)= -P,a resut

that shows by its form the indeterminateness of the pro-
blem.

t JULY ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS.
Solutions by R. COATEs, Kilbride.
î. ¾÷‡4, i.e., 4 to be divided by 4 of 5.

. 5 = , but this is seven times too small.
- :. 4 x 7=1, the required quotient.

: + ÷ is ¾ X = U. :". Invert the divisor, etc.
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-or2+ -6. -or2 is evidently a product of two factors-
one, -6, we know, and the other unknown. By dividing
by '6, we see that 2 is the other factor. But when we
multiply '6 by 2 we get 1 '2, not our dividend at ail.

By applying the same method as we used in the vulgar
or commonfraction, we solve the matter.

Thus -02=r-bi and -6=%, asabove ÷
which is io times too small. .. -r X 10=O ='02,
the correct quot. .. Divide as in whole numbers and
point off as many figures, etc.

cts. No. bus. oats.
2. 39-75x486 = $19'3185 $71-2935

385 x3'5 (No. ofbls.)= 51-975 cts.375
times

i901 16.
19o-116, the number of lbs. of butter received.

3. 25 x 31=80 miles the first train was ahead.
37 - 25=12 miles, distance gained per ho. by 2nd.
80-12=6g ho. 4 ho. 12"+6 ho. 40"=0 ho. 52"

when 37 x 61=246" mis. from starting point.
4. Y% of property=$3093.75, =$1031.25,

. 100%=$1031.25x400=$4I2,500.

5. $1.26-$1.o5=2I. 21-11=10.

Now as there was ri cents more gain than loss,
.o cts. must be evenly divided, . $1.26-(ii+5)

=$.io, real value of cloth. The gain by ques.was there-
fore 30 cts. 30 x 8oo = $240, gain on 8o0 yds.

6. As the first row of shingles is double, each rafter
will be 22' 4", two rafters are 44' 8" or 536 in.

54 ft. =648 in. Surface of roof= 535 x 648
Surface ofashingle= 4x6 1772

11,772 the No. of shingles required to cover the
roof.

7. Average daiLy pay, $ .92.
Boys get $ .65. Men get $i. ro.

: 18 boys and 27 men will give 92 cts. as average
daily wage for man or boy. But 18 should be 8 boys,
and as 27 is ri times 18 .. 1I times 8=12, No. of men
employed.

8. 2 ac. 2 ro. 32 per. =432 per. As boundary sides are
as 4:3, - of 4 32= 3 24 , No. of rods in a square on the
least side. \/324=18 rods.

18=3. .. 4=24. 18x24= 4 32 per.

9. $9000+15% of 9000=$10350, which is 8o% of
No. 2'S capital.

80 %=$10350
s %=uu ($10350)

100 %=g ($10350)x oo=$ 2937.5.

ENTRANCE AR1THMETIC.

By FRANK C. WHITRLOCK, Richview.
t. Simplify . + ½ of 4 -

1 
, and find how often the re-

suit is continued in I -÷ (1 - i + ).
2. How many acres in a road 60 miles long, and 60

feet wide ?
3. A soldier takes 7920 steps in 3 miles. Find the

length of his step ?
4. Find value of a pile of brick 24 ft. long, ta ft. wide

and 8 ft. high, @ $12.oo per thousand, each brick 8 in.
long, 4 in. wide, and 2 in thick.

5. If 25 cts. will buy 6 apples, 8 oranges or Io pears,
how many oranges are worth as much as 2 doz. apples
and 3 doz. pears ?

6. If a man can run 132 yards in 12 seconds, how far
would a steamboat go in 6j4 days, at that rate ?

7. A can do a piece of work in 4 days. B and C to-
gether can do it in 3r days. A and B together can du it
in 2Î days. In what time will C alone do it?

8. What part of 4o is f of 16î per et. of8o ?
9. If I gain 20 per ct. of the price of a farm by selling

it for $6000, what per ct. would I lose selling it for
$4500?

io. In what time will a sum of money amount to four
times itself @ 83 per ct., Simple Interest?

i1. A can do ï of a piece of work in 4 days. B ¾ of it
in 6 days. C t of it in 8 days. How long will it take
A, B, and C together to do 4 of it ?

12. A bag of grain weighs one cwt., 421 Ibs. How
much less than a ton would 14 such bags weigh.

13. If io sq. yds. produce one sheaf of wheat and 24sheaves one bushel, find the value of a ten acre field of
wheat @ 80 cts. per bush.?

14.. What part of 4 miles is 2 rods, 3 yards, il feet ?
15. Divide $5o5 among A, B & C, giving B $3 less

than 5 times A, and C $82 more than twice B.
16. A merchant buys a barrel (42 gala.) vinegar @ 40

cts. per gallon. The freight is $2.40. He sells it at 8
cts. per pint. Find his profit ?

17. 2 men, 3 women, or 4 boys can do a piece of work
in 12 days ; how long will it take I man, i woman, and i
boy to do it ?

18. 5 boys and 4 men do a work in 6 days. 3 boys do
it in 20 days. How long will it take 3 men to do it ?

19. Sell two farms for $4000 each. Gain 20 per ct.
on one and lose 20, per Ct. on the other. Did I gain or
lose, and how much ?

20. What sum will amount to $903 in 3 years @ 71
per et.?

21. How much greater is 6 of 75 43. 8d. than t of £3,
5s, iod.?

22. Divide $179 among A, B, C, giving B $21 more
than A, and $î i less than C.

23. I buy goods for $1150 cash, and sell them for
$1224 on a credit of 4 months. Do I gain or lose, and
how much, money being worth 6 per et.?

24. Find the product of the sum and difference of 15
and .15.

25. Difference between the Simple and Compound
Interest on a sum of money for 3 years and 8 months is.
$985.6o. Find the sum. «

26. A, B, and C rent a pasture. A puts in io cows
for 3 months. B 4 horses for 5 months. C 32 sheep
for 4 months. If a horse equals 2 cows or 4 sheep, and
the rent is $67, what should each pay ?

27. If the quotient is 7 times the divisor and the latter
4 times the remainder, and the sum of the three 495, find
the dividend.

English.
All communications intended for this column should be

sent to W.H. Huston, M.A., care of THE EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL, yoronto, not later than the5th ofeach month.

ENTRANCE COMPOSITION.
i. Write sentences containing each of the follow-

ing words correctly used in such a way as to
show you understand the differences in their
meaning :-spade, shovel; stove, range, furnace ;
steps, stairs ; wash, bathe ; love, like ; hear, listen;
bad, wicked; cup, mug ; spire, tower.

2. Enlarge the following, using a proper title,
and paying attention to your punctuation :-A
gentleman once stopped his gig at the door of a
shop in Lyme. He went into the shop and left his
dog on the seat of the gig. The horse took fright
at something, and started off down the street, drag-
ging the reins on the gronnd. The dog at once
jumped down, and seized the reins n his teeth.
Although he was dragged along for some distance,
he held on until he succeeded in stopping the horse.

(2) A British sailor was captured by the French
troops. The French troops were commanded by
Napoleon. Napoleon was the Emperor of the
French. Napoleon saw the sailor's grief. Napoleon
ordered his men to allow the British sailor to go
whereble pleased.

(3.) Coal contains the heat of the sun. The heat
of the sun is stored up in the coal. The heat of
the sun has passed gradually into the coal through
the leaves. It has also passed through the roots.
These leaves and roots belonged to trees. These
trees have been covered over. They have slowly
changed into coal.

3. Correct the faulty examples
He does not know his father better than Uncle

Thomas.
He could not refrain crying out for joy.
Neither the virtue nor necessity of the deed

makes any difference to him.
A blunder is when you make a great mistake.
Try to show kindness to such persons as need

kindness and will be discouraged without it.
4. Write a letter to a former school companion

asking the pleasure of a visit from him during the
Christmas vacation.

5. Combine so as to make a well-arranged com-
plex sentence :--(i) Winter brings with it cold and
ice. Winter is the least enjoyable season of the
year. Winter makes outdoor life disagreeable.
Winter lasts from December to the end of
February.

"BATTLE OF BANNOCKBURN," AND
FROM "IVANHOE."

BY MONA.

Fourth Readeroages 84 and 164.
SHOULD there be a teacher who bas not read

some, at least, of Scott's works, let him or her get
them at once, and a treat is guaranteed. " The
Tales of a Grandfather" is a history so plain and
so simple that any child may understand (sec
Preface); so charming, fascinating, and instructive

that ail may read with pleasure and profit. The
selection being taken from chap. x., let the teacher
read the omitted parts to class. By a littie study
the teacher may soon have a fund of anecdotes
concerning the four principal characters, thus add-
ing interest to the lesson and breaking the hum-
drum monotony of the usual routine.

Of the fourteen paragraphs, each will be seen to
depend on the preceding, thus' having the thread
of discourse unbroken. For reproduction the
following may be of use :-I. The Two Armies.
Il. Preparations for Battle. III. The Battle. IV.
The Result. But avoid getting into a rut ; re-write
it as Scott tells it, as Bruce would tell it, as an
Englishman would tell it. See History, pages 34
and 36. Have pupils draw map of Scotland, mark-
ing places mentioned. As sufficient is given in the
Reader on Scott's life, it is not necessary here.
Have pupils point out on map the familiar scenes
in Scott's life.

Ivanhoe, a sbtory of Richard II.'s reign, is full of
thrilling incidents, historic legends, and valuable
information; asin the other, the thread of the narra-
tive is continuous. Richard was away on the 3rd
crusade. (For definition of crusade see " Tales of
Grandfather," chap. xi., and History, page 2o.)
John is holding a tournament at Ashby. The
selection in the Reader is taken from an account of
the second day.

Teachers should ail refer to chap. viii. " The
stout, well-set, brown-faced, firm-voiced, and stern
looking yeomen, dressed in Lincoln.green, twelve
arrows in his belt, a baldric, silver badge and bow."

Chap. viii. Cause of John's spite against
Locksley.

Chap. ix. The closing injunction of the Rrst
day.

Chap. xiii. From which the selection is taken.
Direct narration is plentiful here, and there

need be no excuse for examples. Have the class
select a suitable subject. Compare Scott with
Hugo, who also wrote tales for children. Study
Richard's reign carefully, and refer ta the Battie of
Hastings. Ask pupils for a map of England show-
ing Ashby and other places mentioned. As the
paragraphs are generally short, allow the class to
divide the lesson into parts, for example :-I. The
Archery Contest. II. The contest between Hubert
and Locksley. III. The result.

Distinguish the characteristics of Prince John,
Hubert, and Locksley.

"BATTLE OF BANNOCKBURN," PAGE 84.
.- THE TWO ARMIES.

Par. i.-" Dominions." Name these. See
Hietory, page 24.

"Nobles and Barons." Distinguish; explain
Feudal Svstem ; History, page 17.

" The Bruce." Indicates he was the leader.
" Randolph and Douglas" were rivais for fame,

note the noble action of D., par. 5.
Explanation of last three or four lines found in

par. 6; page 37 ; P. S. History.
Il.-" PREPARATIONS FOR BATTLE."

Par. 2.-" Address," outward show, tact, skill,
ability.

" Stratagem," artifice, trick, deception, plot
from G., meaning to '' out-general."

" Dug full of pits." What was done with earth?
"As-holes." Explain simile and note any

others.
"Plain." Use this word in other senses.
"Burn," creek of Bannock.
"Stirling," ancient capital.
"Falkirk." Why was this an important place ?

Page 35, P. S. History.
"Beautiful and terrible." How could this be ?
"Standards." The ensizn or colors.
" Pennants." Flags of Knights or Barons.
"Banners." The sign of several Barons united.
" Christendom." Name the countries included

under that name then and now.
Par. 3.-A skirmish.
"Rose-chaplet." Explain metaphor.
"Lances." They fought with the points. See

par. 7.
" Handful." Note figure.
"Empty saddles." Why?
Pars. 4 and 5.-The noble action of Douglas.

Why?
Par. 6.-" Bravest knights." Why bravest ?
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Why did Bruce wear his crown?
Par. 7-e As-nut-sheil." Explain.
"Gallant," distinguish from the noun.
I1-battle-axe." Was King Bruce hard-hearted ?

Why?
Par. 8.-The appeal to Heaven. Change from

direct to indirect.
III.-THE BATTLE.

Par. 9.-Compare the weapons of that day with
our day.

" Like-snow." Notice the simile.
What name is applied to the "body in readi-

ness ?"
Par. io.-Why did the Scottish cavalry escape

these holes and the English fall into them ?
Were not the English cowards to run before they

saw what was coming over Gillies' Hill ?
Iv.-THE RESULT.

Par. Ii.-Note the various names applied to the
arny.

Par. 12.-Why "victorious soldiers," not "army."
Par. 13.-Teil the story of Bruce and the blood

hounds. Found in "Tales of a Grandfather."
Par. 14.-Distinguish

Wisdom" and "military talents."
Warriors" and "patriots."
State" and province."
Recollection and I memory."

There are about 2oo words for which equivalents
may be substituted.

IVANHOE, PAGE 164.
I.-THE CONTEST.

Compare :-" Answered and replied."
Notice the various epithets applied by Prince

John to Locksley, and also the great number of
synonyms used. Also it will be seen that John was
well versed in calling names. Is this a habit of
yours ?

Be sure to explain "precedence."
"A man can but do his best." Would this better

express meaning ?
II.-THE CONTEST BETWEEN HUBERT AND

LOCKSLEY.
How carefully Hubert took his aim.
How carelessly Locksley took his.
Io the word picture well drawn ? '
Have pupils write down the number of names

given ta "lstation. "
Set speech." Explain.

" Very centre." What is the value of "very ?
" Mend shot." Explain this.
" Insulting smile." Explain how you could

insult by smiling.
"Competitor." Give synonyms.
"North Country." Where ?
"King Arthur." See history, page 4.
"A man-best." Is this a good motto? Why?
" Parson's whittle "-knife.
"As-see." Why is this not a simile?

III.-THE RESULT.
The results were three, (i) of the archers' con-

test; (2) of the Hubert-Locksley contest ; (3) of
the day on John.

Have the clase substitute equivalents.
Notice how every word brings out the exact

meaning.
"Crowd," populace, people, multitude.
ITrue eye." What is the value of true P

"Shook-ead." What did it mean?
"Seen no more." Explain.

As well as I." Supply elipsis.

QUESTION AND ANSWER.
PLEASE answer and oblige reader :-In the notes

to the selection from " The Deserted Village,"
"passing" is given as meaning surpassing. Do
you agree with this ?-ENQUIRER.

Yes. The beauty of the passage disappears in
regarding it in any other way. The village preacher
was surpassing rich in spite of the Bmallness of
his income. IGodliness with contentment is great
gain, is the principle that the poet is enforcing.
For a similar, though slightly different thought, see
une sixty-two of the same pôem: "and his best
riches ignorance of weaith." Compare also from
hia preface ta The Traveler; it is addressed to a
man, who, despising fortune, has retired early to
happinesa and obaourity.

Music Department.
(Ail communications for this department may, until

further notice, be addressed to A. T. Cringan, 23
Avenue St., Toronto.)

The first lesson in tune having been taught and
pupils enabled to sing the tones d, m and s in any
order from a key-tone given at various degrees of
pitch, the subject of time will be next in order of
introduction. As lune is taught apart from time,
the law of " one thing at a time" requires that time
be taught on one tone without any attempt being
made at singing a melody, except in the intro-
duction.

FIRST LESSON IN TIME-INTRODUCTION.
TEACHER.-In our last lesson we studied three

sounds, and now that you can sing them easily, we
will study something entirely different in music.
Sometimes when listening to the playing of a band
on the streets I have noticed that there is one man
with an instrument different from ail the others on
which he simply beats while the others are playing.
Can you tell me what that instrument is called?
CLASS.-A drum. T.-Quite correct ; can you
tell me why he beats on the drum ? C.-To keep
time. T.-Yes; we cannot have anything like
order in our music unless we learn how to sing in
time.

PULSES-THEIR EXISTENCE.
T.-I will now sing a tune you ail know, and

while I sing you will beat time for me by clapping
your bands softly, and in doing this you will listen
carefully and note whether you ail keep time to-
gether. (Sings well-known tune with strongly
marked rhythm, while pupils beat time as directed).
T.-Did you ail beat at the same time, or did you
get confused while beating ? C.-We kept together.
T.-Yes; you kept together very nicely. What
was it that kept you together so nicely ? C.-Your
singing ; the tune. T.-Yes; and you will find
that in every tune there is something that helps to
keep us together while we sing. This something
we call the pulse. Now I wish you to find out the
pulses in some other tunes which I sing. (Singe
other tunes while pupils beat time as before).

REGULARITY OF PULSES.
T.-Did you observe while beating time whether

you beat for every tone that I sang ? No answer.
T.-You do not seem to be quite sure about it.
Listen while I beat time for every tone and tell me
whether it sounds the same as your beating ?
(Pupils listen, and smile at the incongruity of the
beating). Was that the same as your beating ? C.
-No. T.-What was the difference? C.-It did
not sound so nicely. T.-I will sing the same
tune once more, while you try to beat time for every
tone. (Pupils attempt, but break up in confusion).
T.-You do not seem to keep together as you did
at first. Which do you find the easier manner of
beating time ? C.-The first. T.-Hok did you
beat at first ? C.-Regularly. T.-You will find
that ail pulses in music are regular, that is, of
equal length. Did you notice whether the pulses
went as quickly in ail tunes as they did in the first
one ? C.-In some tunes the pulses went quickly,
in others slowly. T.-You ail know how a watch
ticks, and how a large (clock ticks. Do they tick
regularly ? C.-Yes. T.-Does the watch tick as
slowly as the clock ? C.-No ; it ticks faster. T.
-It is exactly the same in music ; in some tunes
the pulses move quickly, in others they move
slowly, but in all tunes they move regularly.

The upright bar is the sign for the strong pulse
and the colon for the weak pulse. Will someone
come up and point out ail the strong pulses on the
board ? Will someone else point out ail the weak
pulses ? (Pupils volunteer, and point as desired,
while others watch whether it is done correctly).
T.-Now you will sing to laa as I point. (Pupils
sing, | LAA: laa 1 LAA:laa | LAA:laa 1 LAA : laa|1).

T.-That is done correctly. You feel how regu-
larly the strong pulses are heard, and how evenly
they divide the tune. Each of the spaces from one
strong pulse to the next strong pulse is called a
measure. Look at the exercise on the board and
tell me how many measures there are? C.-Four.
T.-Yes. We find that the strong pulse is always
the first pulse in a measure. Now count how many
pulses we have in each measure. (Points to exer-
cise while pupils count I:2 1 :2 1:2 :2 l). How
many do you find? C.-Two. T.-Then we have
two pulses in each measure; we call that two-#ulse-
measure. Listen once more, and tell me whether
sing the pulses exactly as in the two-pulse-measure
(Sings : 1 LAA laa laa 1 LAA laa laa |, accenting the
first note in evcry group of three.) How did the
pulses sound? C.-Strong, weak, weak. You will
now try and sing them exactly as I did. (Gives
pattern, and class imitate.) Now that you can
sing them I wish you to tell me how to write them.
What is the first pulse ? C.-Strong. T.-What
is the sign for the strong pulse ? C.-An upright
bar. (Writes 1 and develops three-pulse-measute
by similar questioning until four three-pulse-
measures are written. 1 : : 1: : 1 : : 1 :: 11). Pupils
sing from pointing, and count the number of pulses
in each measure as in developing two-pulse-
measure.

TIME NAMES.

T.-I will now write from your dictation four
.wo-pulse measures. (Writes 1 : 1 : 1 : 1:|) Now

we will put some notes in those pulses, and then we
will learn how to sing a real tune. (Writes
1 d:m 1 s:s s:m 1 d:d il. In order to assist you to

sing strictly in time we use a series of time-names,
When we have a note occupying a whole pulse, we
calli taa. Listen while I sing. (Sings : TAA taa
TAA taa TAA taa TAA taa). You will now sing it
atter me. (Pupils Bing as directed. T.-I will
now write the time-names for you and you will
practice singing from the blackboard. (Writes

d: s :s1s :m1d :d Iland pupils singing
tas tas tas taa tas tas tas taa

time names one tone from teacher's pointing.)
T.-Now listen while I sing ard tell me
whether I Bing correctly. (Sings on one tone
and lengthens last note but one, omitting
last note.) Did you notice any mistake ? C.-Yes.
T.-Soneone point out the place where mistake
was made. (Volunteer points to proper place). T.
-Now, tell me what I did that was wrong. C.-
You made the second last dot too long; you left
out the last dot. T.-Quite right. Now listen and
sing after me. (Sings-Taa-aa taa-aa taa-2a, and
pupils imitate). T.-I will now show you the sing
for a tone that is lengthened or prolonged. (Alters
last measure from 1 d : d Il into 1 d : - 1 ). The

taa taa taa aa
time-name for the dash is always aa. We wil
now sing this exercise in tune. (Gives sound of
dot and pupils sing as directed, giving last note two
pulses). Pupils wili now practice from Book I.,
Canadian Music Course, exercises No. Il to 23,
first on one tone^ to time-names, then in tune to
syllables.

IN a recent article in the Nineteenth Century,
ACCET AN MEAURE.Mr. Edward Freeman gives his opinion and prac-ACCENT AND MEASURE. tice as follows :-My taste in prose leads me to

T.-We have just discovered that ail pulses are prefer plain English, pure English, straightfor-
alike in length. Now, I wish you to find out ward English, rhythmical English, Englishof whichwhether they are alike in strength. Listen while the meaning of every word is clear, English inI sing and tell me whether they are ail of equal which, if a thought tending to mérriment comes ofstrength. (Sings on one tone to syllable laa, a itself, it is gladly welcomed, but in*which it is notshort phrase with alternate strong and weak thought the first of duties to thrust in a joke inaccents). Were ail those puises alike ? C.-No ; every line, whether there is any material for jokingsome were strong and some were weak. T.-You or not. It is, I know, more 'literary ' to prefer thewill now sing it as I did, while I beat time for you. modern ' brilliant " style, the forced liveliness, the(This is done repeatedly until pupils sing with care- out-of-the-way allusions, the scraps of foreginfu.ly marked accent, and without shortening of tongues, the pet phrases prescribed by momentarythe weak pulse). T.-Now that you can sing this fashion, ail in short that distinguishes the style ofexercise correctly, I will show you the signe for the the man who has to say somethiug from the stylemtrong and weak pulses. (Writes 1 :1 : 1 : 1 : |l ). of the man who has something to say.
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UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO-
ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS, 1888.

JUNIOR MATRICULATION.
ENGLISH POETICAL LITERATURE.

. PASS.
Examiner-JOHN SEATH, B.A.

NOTE.-Candidates for Scholarships will take
sections I., II., and IV. Other candidates will
take section I., either section II. or section III.,
and any two questions in section IV.

I.
They love the country, and none else, who seek
For their own sake its silence and its shade ;
Delights which who would leave, that has a heart
Susceptible of pity, or a mind
Cultured and capable of sober thought,
For all the savage din of the swift pack,
And clamors of the field ? Detested sport,
That owes its pleasures to another's pain,
Thatfeeds upon the sobs and dying shrieks
Of harmless nature, dumb, but yet endued
With eloquence that agonies inspire,
Of silent tears and heart-distending sighs !
Vain tears, alas ! and sighs that never find
A corresponding tone in jovial sou s.
Well,-one at least is safe. One sheltered hare
Has never heard the sanguinary yell
Of cruel man, exulting in ber woes.
Innocent partner of my peaceful home,
Whom ten long years' experience of my care
Has made at last familiar, she has lost
Much of her vigilant instinctive dread,
Not needful here, beneath a roof like mine.
Yes-thou mayst eat thy bread, and lick the hand
That feeds thee ; thou mayst frolic on the floor
At evening, and at night retire secure
To thy straw couch, and slamber unalarmed;
For I have gained thy confidence, have pledged
All that is human in me to protect
Thine unsuspecting gratitude and love.
If I survive thee I will dig thy grave ;
And when I place thee in it, sighing say,
I knew at least one hare that had a friend.

i. Designate the foregoing extract by an appro-
priate descriptive title. Explain the relation of
this extract to the preceding context.

2. Show, by means of a synopsis, that the
thoughts and emotions follow one another in nat-
ural and logical order.

3. Omitting considerations of metre, state, with
reasons, which in each of the following pairs of
expressions is more suitable above:-" silence,"
1. 2, and " quietness " ; "susceptible," 1. 4, and
" capable" ; "din," 1. 6, and " noise" ; " barm-
less,"l. 10, and "innocent"; "vain," 1. 13, and

idle " ; " yell," 1. 16, and " shout " ; " coucb,"
. z6, and bed"; and " slumber," 1. 26, and

" sleep."

4. Explain the full force of each of the italicized
expressions.

5. Make a list of the emotional and æsthetic

qualities of style that are exemplified above, and
show, by means of the most marked examples, to
what extent each quality has been secured by de-
vices of diciion.

6. Write concise elocutionary notes upon what
you consider the most important points in the ex-
tract.

IL.

O Winter ! ruler of the invertedyear,
Thy scattered hair with sleet like ashes filed,
The breath congealed upon thy lips, thy cheeks
Fringed with a beard made white with other snows
Than those of age, thy forehead wrabt in clouds,
A leafless branch thy sceptre, and thy throne
A sliding car, indebted to no wheels,
But urged by storms along its slippery way,-
I love thee, all unlovely as thou seem'st,
And dreaded as thou art. Thou holdst the sun
A prisoner in the yet undawning east,
Shortening bis journey between morn and noon,
And hurrying him, impatient of his stay,
Down to the rosy west; but kindly still
Compensating bis loss with added hours

Of social converse and instructive ease,
And gathering, at short notice, in one group
The family dispersed, and fixing thought,
Not less dispersed by daylight and its cares.
I crown thee King of intimate delights,
Fireside enjoyments, homeborn happiness,
And all the comforts that the lowly roof
Of undisturbed retirement, and the hours
Of long uninterrupted evening know.

i. Show that the train of thought in the extract
is carried on uninterruptedy from the beginning
to the close.

2. Discuss the appropriateness of the details of
the personification in Il. 1-8, noting especially the
force of the italicized words.

3. Explain the meaning and discuss the appro-
priatenese of the italicized expressions in Il. o-
24.

4. This passage is univerbally admitted to be
one of the finest in The Task. Show, by means of
examples, wherein consists its poetical superiority
to other parts of the poem.

III.
Come, Evening, once again, season of peace

Return, sweet Evening, and continue long
Methinks I see thee in the streaky west,
With matron ste5, slow moving, while the Night
Treads on thy sweeping train; one hand employed
In letting fall the curtain of repose
On bird and beast, the other charged for man
With sweet oblivion of the cares of day ;
Not sumptuously adorned, nor needing aid,
Like homely./eatured night, of clusteringgems;
A star or two just twinkling on thy brow
Sufices thee; save that the moon ts thine
No less than bers, not worn indeed on high
With ostentatious pageantry, but set
With modest grandeur in thy purple zone,
Resplendent less, but of an ampler round.
Come then, and thou shall find thy votary calm,
Or make me so. Composure is thy gift:
And whether I devote thy gentler hours
To books, to music, or the poet's toil;
To weaving nets for bird-alluring fruit;
Or twining silken threads round ivory reels,
When they command whom man was born to

please ;
I slight thee not, but make thee welcome still.

i. Comment on the suitability of " Evening " as
a descriptive title for the foregoing extract.

2. Discuss the appropriateness of the different
parts of the poet's description of Evening and
Night, noting especially the contrasts and the
force of the italicized expressions.

3. Omitting considerations of metre, state, with
reasons, which in each of the following pairs of ex-
pressions is more suitable above : " once again,"
1. 1, and "again " ; " streaky," 1. 3, and
" striped "; ' slow," 1. 4, and " slowly " ; " make
me so," 1. 18, and "make him so " ; " gentler,"
1. 19, and " gentle; "and " When they-please," 1.
23, and " When ladies command."

4. Show, as well as possible, wherein consists
the literary excellence of the extract.

IV.
NOTE.-The answers to the questions in this

section should be as concise as possible. Where
practicable, tabulated statement will be sufficient.

i. What features of Cowper's style are exempli-
fied in the foregoing extracts ? Point out the
most marked example of each.

2. Show, by reference to passages in Books
III. and IV., why The Task is important in the
history of the development of English Litera-
ture.

3 Much of The Task is said to be inferior
poetry. If you consider this judgment correct,
show wherein, the inferiority consists. By what
artifices has Cowper succeeded in giving the in-
ferior parts of The Tast the literary merit they
possess ? Illustrate your answer by references or
brief quotations.

4. Illustrate any two passages in the foregoing
extracts by quotations of parallel passages from
other parts of 2he Task or from the works of other
poets. Point out, in each case, wherein consists
the parallelism.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT, ONTARIO.-
MIDSUMMER EXAMINATIONS, 1888.

THIRD CLASS TEACHERS.

PHYSICS.

Examiners: W. H. BALLARD, M.A.
J. A. MCLELLAN, LL.D.

NOTE.-Only. seven questIons are to be at-
tempted.

i. Distinguish between hardness and density,
mass and volume, ductility and malleability, elas-
ticity and flexibility, quantity of heat ahd tempera-
ture, a fluid and a liquid.

2. An inverted tumbler rests on the bottom of
a vessel containing water ; the vessel is placed
under the receiver of an air pump and the air
gradually exhausted ; state and explain what will
take place.

(i) When the tumbler is wholly immersed and
contains a quantity of air ;

(2) When the tumbler is partly immersed and
contains no air;

(3) When the tumbler is partly immersed and
contans air.

3. Enumerate the characteristic properties of a
liquid and describe experiments fully illustrating
these properties.

4. Explain the mode' of action of. the common
pump.

What is the greatest distance between the sur-
face of the water in the reservoir and the lower
valve in order that the pump may do effective
work ?

What change might be made in this distance if
the pump were working in a fluid four-fifths as
heavy as water ?

5. A hollow metal shell floats wholly immersed
in water at a temperature of o°C. Heat is ap-
plied until the temperature rises to io0 C. Explain
what takes place.

6. A housemaid, observing that the air in the
housé %Vas chilly but that the outer air was quite
warm, opened the windows and let the warm air
through the bouse. She soon discovered, how-
ever, that the walls and furniture had become cov-
ered with moisture. State fully the causes which
led to this result.

Would the same difference in temperature ai-
ways produce this dampness? Explain.

If, instead of opening the windows, she had
built a fire to warm the bouse, would the same
result have followed ? Why ?

7. Describe the construction of Grove's Battery.
State fully what takes place when the battery is

in action.
Describe two experiments intended to show what

the electric current can do.
8. Explain the terms refraction, reflection, and

dispersion, as applied to light.
Show how an object is nagnified by being

viewed through a convex lens.
How is the apparent distance of the object af-

fected ?
9. Two flexible bags, not distensible, each hav-

ing a capacity of one cubic fool, are filled, the
one with air at the ordinary atmospheric pressure,
and the other with air at twice the ordinary pres-
sure, Each bag is attached to a weight which
keeps it just immersed in water ; which bag will
require the greater weight ?

Which bag will require the greater weight to
keep it immersed at a depth of 30 feet ?

Give full reasons in each case for your answer

'Tis always morning somewhere.--Longfellow. ,

LET prayer be the key of the morning, and the
bolt of the evening.-M. Henry.

CHARACTER bas far more to do with determin-
ing history than history with determining charac-
ter.-Geo. Macdonald.

THE world we inhabit muet have had an origin;
that origin must have consisted in a cause ; that
cause must have been intelligent ; that intelligence
must have been supreme; and that supreme, which
always was and is supreme, we know by the name
of God.-Scotch Divine.
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Teachers' Miscellany.
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AUTUMN REFLECTIONS.

BRIGHTEST season of the year,
Grand the woodlands now appear,

In their varied shades ;
Splendid tints of ev'ry hue,
Weave a carpet fresh and new,
Most enchanting ta the view,

In the glimm'ring glades.

Sumachs in their robings gay,
Graceful fronds in bright array,

Form a brilliant stole.
Shades of russet brown supply,
Contrasts pleasing ta the eye
Blent with those of gorgeous dye

Perfect gleams the whole.

In the dreamy purple haze
Of the early Autumn days,

Man rich gifts receives :
When the cultur'd fertile plain
Yields its wealth of golden grain,
And the garners are again

Fili'd with precious sheaves.

'Neath their burdens bending low,
Orchards luscious fruitage show,

Earth ber roots affords,
Unto Him who crowns our days
Bounteously, thanksgivings raise,
in a psalm of heartfelt praise,

And sublime accords.

Sweetly restful nature seems.
When soft tranquil mellew beams

From the sun are giv'n
In departing glory we

'Something of that radiance sec,
Hov'ring round the saint as he

Enters joys of heav'n.

Solemn lessons learn we now
From the late leaf-ornate bough

In its leaflessness;
Lone and lifeless, but we know
When bland spring-time breezes blow,
Quicken'd it shall radiant glow,

In its vernal dress.

Wisely now all creatures lay
Up their food for winter's day,

Like them should not we
For the future be as wise,
Storing, by God's grace, supplies
In sure marsions of the skies,

For eternity.
Peterboro. ELIZABETH BECKET.

WORDS NOT TO USE.

THE following, which we clip from the Chicago
Mail, condenses into small compass a large num-
ber of solecisms, most of which are in too common
uee amongst ourselves. One or two of the con-
demned expressions may, perhps, be defended on
the ground of good usage, e.g.: "I had rather " is
found in King James' translation of the Bible, in
Shakespeare, etc.; "l as soon," in the'sense of " as
lief," is used by Addison and others. But even
these are condemned by most authorities and prob-
ably by the best modern usage, while the great
majority of the expressions tabooed are indefensible.
Would it be uncharitable ta hint that the teacher
may, in some cases, find. himself committed, if he
attempts the reform indicated, ta a double task,
first that of connecting his own speech, secondly,
that of his pupils ?

Cute, for acute.
Party, for person.
Depot, for station.
Promise, for assure.
Posted, for informed.
Stopping, for staying.
Like I do, for as I do.
Feel badly, for feel bad.
First-rate, as an adverb.
Healthy, for wholesome.
Try and do, for try ta do.

These kind, for this kind.

Cunning, for small, dainty.
Funny, for odd or unusual.
Guess, for suppose or think.
Fix, for arrange or prepare.
Just as soon, for just as lief.
Had rather, for would rather.
Had better, for would better.
Right away, for immediately.
Between seven, for among seven.
Not as good as, for not so good as.
Some ten days, for about ten days.
The matter of, for the matter with.
Not as I know, for not that I know.
Somebody else's, for somebody's else.
Kind of, ta indicate a inoderate degree.
Storms, for it rains or snows nioderately.
Above, for foregoing, more than, or beyond.
Try an experiment, for make an experiment.
More than you think for, for more than you

think.
Nice,indiscriniinately. (Real nice may be doubly

faulty.)
Reai, as an adverb, in expressions, real good, for

really or very good.
Singular subject with contracted plural verb, e.g.,

"Sh don't skate well.'
Taste and smell of, when used transitively. Illus-

tration : We taste a dish which tastes of pepper ?
Some or any, in an adverbial sense, e.g., " I

have studied some," for somewhat. " I have not
studied any," for at ail.

PLAIN ENGLISH.
IN a practical lecture at Haverford College, Dr.

Edward A. Freeman, the emiaent English his-
toriao, spoke at considerable length on the manner
in which foreign words have come into our language
and displaced good English words without cause.
He said that Americans have retained many good
English words which in England have been dis-
carded. The word " fall," a season of the year, is
an English word in use in America, which has been
displaced in England by the Latin word "autumn,"
and he told how an Englishman complained in a
letter ta an English newspaper of the American use
of this word, supposing that it had been invented
since the Declaration of Independence. Each
country has kept words which the other has lost.
Mr. Freeman believes that any thought worth
the thinking can be put forth clearly in English,
without the use of foreign help, or of strange, out-
of-the-way words, the jargon of diplomacy, etc.
This kind of talk is used by cunning people who
want to conceal their thoughts, and by silly.people
because they think it sounds fine.

He had been lookingoverafile ofBenjamin Frank-
lin's newspapers the other day, and noticed how he
told his story,in a straightforward,witty,taking way,
with none of that forced humor and " tall talk " of
which we have so much at preset on both sidei of
the ocean. He saw no use in "donate " and " lo-
cate," and thought " begin" much better than
"commence," " inaugurate and "initiate." To
illustrate, he once wrote with a great deal of care
this sentence : " The time had now corne when the
man who had donc ail this good to his native land
was ta undo it with his own hand." There was
only one foreign word, "native," in his sentence ;
he might have used " father " land, but this was
the other extreme. For the sentence: " The time
had now come," etc., he advised them not ta say
"the period had now arrived when the individual
who had conferred," etc.

It may interest those who have been induced,
"because it is English," ta sound the " i" instead
at " e " in the first syllable of " either," or nei-
ther," ta learn that Dr. Freeman sounds the " e."
It may bc of interest ta them also ta learn that un-
like a New Englander, Dr. Freeman never slurs
final, " r " but, like the Pennsylvanian, gives ta it
the round and full tone that is its due. Webster's
Dictionary says " Analogy, as well as the best and
most general usage, is decidedly in favor of
e-ther " as against i.ther ; and ail lexicographers of
note agree that the pronunciation of e-ther is to be
preferred.-Central School journal.

THE first duty towards children is ta make them
happy. -Charles Buxton.

THE bearing and training'of a child is woman's
wisdom.- Tennyson.

For Friday Afternoon.

THE PUFFERS.
BY H. H. M

SEE them puff, puff away-
The big furnace chimneys;

The engine keeps roaring,
The black smoke keeps pouring-

Ali night and ail day
They puff, puff away.

Let them puff, puff away,
The big smoky chimneys;

For while they keep going
The iron is glowing ;

Sa let them puff bravely
All night and ail day.

Sec them puff, puff away,
Those small, silly fellows;

With heads that are hollow,
And faces turned yellow,

The poor little smokers
Are puffing away.

Let them puff, puff away,
Till they puff out some day;

From the poison they're puffing,
As cigarette stuffing,

In a small heap of ashes
They'll vanish some day-

So puff, puff away !

THE MOBBING OF THE OWL.
BY JAMES BUCKHAM.

Tu-whit, tu-whoo, tu-who-o-o !
'Twas the owl, on a summer's day.

At once, there screaming flew
From field and grove, the crow, the jay,

The hawk, the king-bird, the wee wren,
And many more, their noisy way

Pursuing ta the glen.

Tu-whit, tu-whoo, tu-whit, tu-whoo!
'Twas wonderful what a crowd he drew.

The air, and the trees in the quiet vale
Were as over-full as the old dame's shoe

In the nursery tale.
Ali the birds chattered like mad 1
They called the owl everything bad,
Till they'd used up every hard term they had,

And vituperation was getting stale.
But the owl, he cared not a bit,
With his hollow tu-whoo,and tu-whit
Hie answered them, jibe for jibe,
In language unfit ta transcribe.

At last, with tu-whit and tu-whoo,
And the general hullabaloo,
The hubbub so mightily grew
That you'd think 'twas a caucus:-or two.
" Sec here !" cried the hawk, "I this won't do.
We must mob him at once, the blinking old dunce,
And stop his hullabaloo! "
"Agreed ! " cried the birds, ta a feather.
"Let's pounce on him-now-all togeth.er!"

7u-whit, tu-whoo, tu-whoo!
With the last breath he ever drew
Cried the brave old owl.

They flew at his big blind eyes;
He could only blink and scowl !
They tumbled him out of his hole;
They made him flutter and roll;
They filled him with anguish and dole;
Till at last, with his eyes open wide,
The poor owl died!

He died ; but some say it's true
That, when stars are dimpling the blue,
And the daisies are beaded with dew,
Out of that darksome vale,
Each night, comes a hollow wail.
'Tis the ghost of the poor old owl,
In his monkish cloak and cowl,
With the same big eyes and scowl,
Crying, the woodland through,
Tu-whtit, tu-whoo, tu-who-o-o !
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BUSINESS NOTICES.

WE direct attention to the advertisement, I4 th page,
of the " Concise Imperial Dictionary." It is our inten-
tion to handle this Dictionary in connection with the
JOURNAL, and we offer it in the best binding, and the
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL for one year, both for $5.5o,
plus 14 cents for postage. Subscribers who are paid in
advance may deduct the amount they paid for one year,
send the balance, and have the book at once.

WE desire to repeat our request that Inspectors and
Secretaries of Associations send us programmes of their
forthcoming Conventions as soon as issiied. We desire
to make announcements of such Conventions, with some-
what fuller particulars than may be found on a Depart-
mental list. Moreover, as this list contains only the
names of Inspectorates in which Teachers' Insti utes are
held, a great many Conventions of Teachers, not being
upon the list, are unknown to us, and unannounced.
Give us an opportunity to make your operations known
to the whole body of Teachers, all of whom take an
interest in what concerns the profession. Also, please
send us a summary of proceedings.

Editorial

TORONTO, NOVEMBER i, i888.

A NEW CHILDREN'S PAPER.

WE are sure that our readers will welcome the

announcement of a new Canadian boys' and
girls' paper. For if such announcement be not
in the precise line of an educational subject, it
is certainly one of great interest both to teachers
and to their pupils. To supply at a low rate an

entertaining and instructive and well-illustrated
children's paper, published in their own country,
has long been a mooted problem. The pub-
lishers of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, considering
that such a paper would be naturally related to
that which they already furnish to the teachers,
have undertaken the work. A sample of the
first number will soon be mailed to all of the

teachers in this province, as well as to all inspec.
tors and other friends of education. If its aim be
to entertain and instruct the children, by pro
viding them with stories, pictures, puzzles, and
other matter of an unquestionably high-clas
character, the publishers feel sure the teacher
will not see it fail. But without their hearty co
operation fail it must ; for no expensive canvas
sing could be done at the very low price pro
posed. Those who take the slight trouble to formr
school clubs will be rewarded by the pleasur
afforded the children ; besides which, suc
premiums as could be afforded at such a figur
are offered for the service. We ask our friend
to look for the sample, and to give us thei
opinion of the enterprise, together with thei
assurance of a kind co-operation and support
Such co-operation will entail no labor beyon
what most teachers will consider a pleasure fc
the sake of the boys and girls under their charge
but at the same time it is indispensable to th
success of such a paper.

EDUCATIONAL LESSONS FROM LIFI

IF it is "greatly wise to talk with our pa
hours," crystallizing and treasuring up th
teachings of our own experience, it is no less th
part of wisdom to study the records ofsuch oth
lives as have proved by genuine success that the

work was founded on right principles and car-
ried on by wise methods. Such a life and such w

a work were those of the late Rev. Edward ft
Thring, the " second founder " of the Upping- o
ham School in England. w

It is the purpose of this article to cull from
the most interesting account of his work in the
September Century Magazine two or three i

practical lessons of great value to educators of l
all ranks. We need not stay to inquire how far i

these principles were original with Mr. Thring, l
and how far the same discoveries and deductions t

have been made by others. Certainly very few P
have ever put them to so good use as he. d

Perhaps, however, we should stay long enough v

to state, for the information of those who may
not be familiar with it, the fact that when Mr. c

Thring took charge of the Uppingham School, v
twenty-five boarders and five or six boys from f
the village, constituted the material with which
he had to work, and that when he left it after
thirty-two years of work, the school had been,
"in open competition with foundations of enor-
mous wealth and fame, lifted from its place as a
local grammar school, into the very front rank of
English public schools," with numbers limited
only by his conviction that more could not be
admitted without some lowering of the lofty
standard of mental and moral discipline which
it was with him a matter of conscience to main-
tain.

The first and fundamental educational prin-
ciple upon which Mr. Thring's wonderful success
was built, was the simple one "that every boy,
stupid and clever alike,should have a fair chance
and should be really trained." "Mr. Thring
claims," says Mr. Parkin, the writer of the
Century article, " that no school, however great
its prestige, numbers, wealth, or its list of prize
winners, can be called a good school, or even
an honest school, unless it makes this a first
condition of its work." But surely a principle
which sounds so like an axiom of educational

s morals, must be generally recognized and acted
- upon. Mr. Parkin evidently does not think so,

for he says that the principle "fully accepted
and acted upon would revolutionize most of the
schools in England, and probably most of those

e in America." We leave it to those who know

e the inner life of our Canadian schools, especially

s the High Schools, to judge whether they, or any
r of them, are of the number of those that would

r fail under this crucial test. We may merely
. observe, and the remark is too obvious to need

d argument, that the influence of all prizes and

r scholarships, whether offered by the school it-
r self, or given on examination by some outside

e authority, works directly and powerfully against
the faithful application of this principle in the
work of the school. So long as the reputation
of the school, not to say the retention of its mas-
ters, depends upon the result of a competition

st between a few of its best pupils and those of
e other institutions, a premium is put upon giving
e special advantages to special pupils, which must,

er at the very least, subject the virtue of the mas-
ir ters to a very severe test.

Two other rules, or laws, which are all to which
e can now refer, were resultsor corollaries of the
regoing principle of justice, but are nevertheless
f the highest practical importance. The first
as fixing a strict limit to the size of each class.

Mr. Thring fixed the maximum at about twenty.
4ost teachers of experience will agree that this
s high enough, and would be inclined to prefer
ess to more. This maximum was large enough,
n the opinion of Mr. Thring, to give the stimu-
us of numbers and competition ; and was not
oo large, if the class was properly graded to
revent individual attention and training. No
oubt the right maximum would rise and fall

with the capacity of the individual teacher.
)ur own experience, not only personal, but in
onnection with a considerable number and
variety of fellow-workers, would lead us to prefer
or the ordinary teacher not less than about ten,
nor much more than fifteen, as the size of
the class from which the best individual results
might be expected. But if this be so, what
shall be said of classes of forty, or fifty, or even
more, which unless our impressions are happily
wrong, are sometimes to be found in our public
schools.

The other point concerns boarding schools

and colleges only, but for such it is of the very
first importance. It was the outcome of the
same principle of individual training applied in
the sphere of morals, and reduced to a rule for
the governance of boarding arrangements. Mr.
Thring, most wisely, as we think, and our con-
clusion in this case, too, is based upon consider-
able observation and experience, rejected every
thing which savored of the old " barrack meth-
ods," still too common in our higher institutions,
under which students are herded together in
large buildings, with little domestic supervision
and almost without opportunity for seclusion.
We cannot do better here than to quote at some
length from the account before us.

" Numbers are necessary for a great school,
and contact with his fellows is essential to a boy's
getting the full advantage of public school life ;
but unwieldy numbers make discipline difficult
and training impossible, while unchecked con-
tact with a mass of thoughtless natures breaks
some characters, even though it strengthens
others. At Uppingham the number of boys in
a single house is restricted to thirty. This en-
ables the master and mistress of such a house to
take a personal interest in each boy, and to sur-
round all with something of the reflning and
humanizing influences of home. As the hotises
are intended to be homes, they are not grouped
together in a block or quadrangle, but are built
separately, each with grounds of its own, and
with such surroundings as the taste of the
house-master suggests or his means allow. A
visitor misses at Uppingham the imposing blocks
of buildings which characterize other great
schools, but in the eleven handsome villas scat-
tered within a quarter of a mile of the main
school buildings he sees something far better
adapted to the training of young lives."

The advantages of this arrangement are mani-
fold. Many of them will readily suggest them-
selves to thoughtful educators. Closely con-
nected with this system is a further safeguard
which, simple enough in itself, is of the utmost
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importance as an aid in character training. of Victoria University, fully sustain the autbor's mac, Penobscot, and Passamaquoddylndians. 1

" Each boy in Uppingharn has a study of his hign reputation as a popular writer on scientific append a few extracts fron tbe introductory

own-intentionally made quite small, usually subjects. In the November number he takes chapter of bis book

about five feet by six-which is meant to be a up Physical, Science, touching briefly on its
various branches. Another article of practical "Strangest of ail, this American mythology of

real sanctum, a little home, where he can be value appears in the same number, by Edward the North, wbicb bas been the very last to be-

alone when he wishes, either for study or for Everett Hale, on "Econoric Uses of the Tele- cone known to American readers, is literally so
that retirement which boys, as well as men, need graph and the Telephone." nearîy like Edda itself that, as this work fully
at intervals in order to collect anew their moral N bis recently published essays on "The proves, there is hardly a song in tbe Norse col-

forces during the rougb struggles and the temp- Spirit of Beauty," Professor Henry W. Parker lection whicb does flot contain an incident found

tations of daly life. develops the following tbeory: IlAL tbe rany in the Indian poem-legends, wile in several

We rnay return to this interesting subject and characters of the beautiful in the universe are, there are any sucb coincidences. Thus in

point out otber excellent features of the Upping- and must be, the outworking of a free spiritual

baru systern in another issue. We are deeply ptwer; tsey are such because tbey meet our tbe Edda we are told that tbe first birth on eartb

spiritual want, address our spiritual nature, and was that of a giant girl and boy, begotten by tbe

impressed with tbe practical wisdorn of the this in its entirety as intellectual, emotional, and feet of a giant and born frorn bis arrnpit. In

whole scbene, and would cornend it to the freely volitional ; their ultimate meaning 's tbe Wabanaki legends the first birt was of

careful study of ail those wbo rnay bave to do apparent and tey are fot even intelligible Glooscp, the good principle, and Mesul, tbe

with tbe founding of new scbools and colleges. exept as analogous to tbe working of the human

Th uligso itraudrte eeainspirit in its creations."y Wolf, or evil principle. The Wolf was born frorn

The buildisgreofnVictoriasundersthesfederaTho

fosThe Fatal Illness of Frederick tbe Noble" bis moter's armpit. * We pass on only twlve

plan, arebscoteabaveanstmaqsodderstooansto

be constructed somewat on this principe. is reviewed at some lengtb in The (rtie of ies in the Edda (Vaftrudnismal, 36) to be

W bav iteOctober 2". Disappointment is expressed that told that the wind is caused by a giant in eagle's
haeDr. Mackenzie sould bave made the book, lot Plumage, who sits onarock far in thenorth l at tbe

been decided on partly as a matter of econony a purely scientific bistory of tbe Emperor's case, end of eaven." This is simply and literally the

will be comrnended by future experience as in but a defense ofh-is own course of action, wben Wochowsen, or Windblower of the Wabanaki,

harrnony with the best educational principles. no such vindîcation was required. The reviewer,wodfrod.*** tiseyrrakae

The removal of Upper Canada College would himself a skilled surgeon, has had opportuni-l

bave afforded a fine opportunity for the Educa- ties of seeing tbe leading tbroat specialists, in ln(peed that the only two religions in the world

this country as well as in London, Paris, Berlin, wbichpossess a devil in wbor misckiefpredorin

tion Department to try the Uppingharn systern and Vienna, operate for the removal of laryngeal atessbouldalsogiveto each the sameadventures.i

in the kind of institution for wbich it is growtbs, but bie bas met witb no one wbo dis o both did not cone from the saine source. Ir

specially adapted. Many friends of tbe college played the wonderful manipulative expertnes the Hyriskvida of the Edda, two giants go t

will regret that it is to be rebuilt on the old with instrments that Sir Moreli has acquired'

poain st t o thex elt featurest ofcertain to be r is view, the case of tbe Emperor presented fish for wbales, and then have a contest w ec i

ipanesed owithte prtical p m o enothbing unique, notbing even that was unusual actually one of beat against cold. This is s
the prevailieg anethod of the future. or at ali out of the common." like a Micmac legend in every detail that abou

excepty anesnaregwordtforhwordrkme sarneeinutan

Literary Notes. Contribu/ors Departmnent.

SoMETHING new in the field of literary critic- LEGENDS OF THE WABANAKI.

ism is Dr. W. C. Wilkinson's review of Goethe's BY PROFESSOR T. H. RAND, M.A., D.C.L.

IFaust," in the October HFlîiiletie Review. In TH DCIOAJURLcalateio

opposition to the long accepted verdict of te THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL calls attention

literary world, Dr. Wilkinson denies that in its last issue to Crawford's translation of the

" Faust " is a great work. On the other hand, Kalevala, and invites its readers to compare cer-

he undertakes to show that it is an " ignoble tain portions of Longfellow's Hiawatha with ex-

poem," and its theme ' irredeemably base." If tracts taken from the translation referred to.
admirers of Goethe take up the gauntlet, we
may expect to see a lively battle of the critics. The ordinary reader would doubtless conclude

that there was abundant warrant for the sugges-
DURING the ensuing school year six new num- -.

bers, comprising about 6oo pages of the best and tion of plagiarism on the part of the Arnerican

purest literature, will be added to the Riverside poet. I wisb to caîl attention to the fact tbat

iterature Series (published monthly from there is some ground for thinking that the resem-

October to April inclusive, January excepted, at blances between Hiawatha and portions of the

fifteen cents a number, subscription price eighty Edda, Beowulf; the Xalevala, and Norse sagas,

cents, by Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston). are due to the fact of a common origin. Long-
The series will contain complete essays, poems, fellow referred to the tales of the Chippewas as
and stories selected from the writings of Charles
Dudley Warner, Longfellow,Lowell, Hawthorne, forming an Indian Edda. In this connection

and other authors. it may be of interest to readers of the JOURNAL

Education for October contains, among its ten to note the statements of Charles G. Leland in

or twelve thoughtful articles on educational sub- bis "Algonguin Legends ofNew England," pub-

re al ape n "Metbods of Study in lished by Houghton, Mifflin & Co. The AI-

English Literature," " Philosophy in Colleges gonquin is the most widely extended of the six

and Universities," and "Discipline the Price of great divisions of the Indians of North America.

Freedom." They are respectively by Dr. Shep- The St. Francis Indians (the " Abenaki,") the
herd, Dr. Harris, and Dr. Lowrey. Miss Ida Penobscot and the Passamaquoddy tribes of
M. Gardener, whose papers on educational
methods are usually suggestive and valuable, Maine, and the Malicetes and Micmacs of New
contributes " Outline Notes on the Renaissance Brunswick and Nova Scotia, belong to this di-

and the Reformation." vision. They call themselves the Wabanaki, a

THE articles on " The Circle-of the Sciences," word intimating that they live in the east, or

now appearing in the current volume of The near to the rising sun. Mr. Leland's book con-

Chautauquan, by Prof. A. P. Coleman, Ph.D., sists chiefly of legends obtaned from the Mici-

f

s
o
t

twienty lines are word for word the samne in the
Norse and Indian. * * * There are actually

more incidents taken from the Edda than there
are from lower sources. I can only account for
this by the fact that, as the Indians tell me, all
these tales were oncepoems, handed down from
generation to generation, and always sung."

Mr. Leland suggests that since the Eskimo
once ranged as far south as Massachusetts-since
they did not reach Greenland till the fourteenth
century-since they had for centuries intimate re-
lations with Scandinavians, and since the Waba
naki even yet mingle with them, it would be
marvellous if the Norsemen had not left among
thern traces of their tales or of their religion.
The legends of the Wabanaki exhibit a more
elevated mythology than that which bas reached
us through either the Chippewa or Hiawatha le-
gends, and it seems altogether probable that the
legends of the West have suffered deterioration
in their transmission from Wabanaki sources.

WE are directed by the Education Departnent
to state that the new High School Arithmetic will
not be ready for the July examinations of 1888-9.
The text-books at present authorized in this subject
will be the only ones that will be required by the
pupils for this examination.

BEAUTY is God's Handwriting, a wayside sacra-
ment.-Milton.

WITH children we must mix gentleness with
firmness.-Surgeon.

GoD never had a bouse of prayer, but Satan had
a chapel there.- De Foe.

THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL. 189
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School-Room Methods.

COMPOSITIONS.
CONTINUED.

OUTLINES.-All original written work should be
donc according to some definite plan. At first the
plan or outline may be provided by the teacher.
By degrees, however, the pupils should be led to
make their own outlines, which should be submit-
ted to the teacher for approval and correction.
For the younger pupils the outlines should be very

simple, scarcely nore in some cases than two or
three questions to be answered in entire sentences
as, for example, in describing an object the teacher
may say : What are the parts ? What is the shape
of each part ? What is the use of each part ? Or
in writing upcn any material, as wood or paper, the
pupils may answer the questions : Where obtain-
ed ? How prepared ? For what used ? Varieties ?

In giving an object lesson, the teacher or one of
the pupils should write upon the blackboard the
principal facts as they are discovered. These
statements will constitute material out of which
the composition may be written. Frequently it. is
well for the pupils to analyze a short sketch for the
purpose of making an outline.

The following outlines will suggest to teachers
what may be given to, and required from pupils as
a guide to their writing upon simple subjects :-

Any natural fi.
prod uction j2.
(as saIt) 3.

2.
Any inanufac- 3.
tured article
(as glass) 4.

Qualities.
Uses.
Where,when,and how obtained.
Qualities.
Uses.
Kinds.

a. Materials.
How made b. Where procured.

c. Order of manu-
facture.

1. Size and covering.
a. Name.

Any animal z. Parts b. Description.

t3. Habits.c. Uses.

(i. Time of birth.
2. Circumstances of parents.
3. Events of boyhood or girlhood.

Biograpy - 4. Education.
5. Subsequent events in order of

occurrence.
6. Leading traits of character.

'i. Name and general appearance.
2. Parts :

a. Root
b. Stem

Any plant c. Leaves Describe each.
d. Flowers
e. Fruit

3. Uses.
4. Where found.
i. Location.
2. Surroundirgs.

Places seen 3. Parts or divisions.
4. What is contained or produced.
5. Objects of interest.
6. Reminiscences.
(. Time and place of starting.
. Intended destination.
3. The route taken.

A journey 4. Mode of travelling.
(real or 5. Description of country.

imaginary) 6. Objects of interest on the way.
7. Description of place visited.
8. Manners and customs of people.
9. Incidents and anecdotes.

It is well sometimes to give in the outlines some
topics which will stimulate thought and investiga-
tion. Care should be taken that the information
furnished be not too extended. The following out-
line* la an example of what may be given to pupils
in advanced and grammar grades:-

WINDS.
i. Beneficial on land, as they-

a. Carry moisture. Where from ?
b. Equalize the temperature. How?

*From Intelhgence Chicago,

c. Purify the air. How ? Name places
benefited.

d. Carry seed. What kinds ? How a benefit ?
e. Pump water and grind flour. How and

where ?
2. Beneficial on the sea, as they-

a. Aid in navigation. How ?
b. Produce ocean currents. How ? Value

of the currents ?
3. Injuries on land by-

a. Hurricanes. Illustrate.
b. Carrying seed. Illustrate.
c. Spreading diseases. Explain how.

4. Injuries on the sea by-
a. Cyclones, etc.
b. Hindering navigation. How ?

A few pointed, suggestive questions upon a sub-
ject when it is assigned, often give direction and
method to the work of the pupils, as-

RAILROADS.
i. When first built and where ?
2. How do they benefit western farmers and

eastern manufacturers in our country ?
3. How do they aid the poor ?
4. How do they promote the settlement of new

countries ?
5. Do they affect the value of the land?
6. Illustrate their value in carrying news, mer-

chandise and people ? -Prince.

A METHOD IN ARITHMETIC.
BY THOMAS DOWLER.

THE eye furnishes a more direct, and therefore
a quicker means of communication with the brain,or intellect, than the ear. Therefore in class
drill in the operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division of both integers and
tractions, greater rapidity may be attained by
appealing to the eye alone. I have used the fol-
lowing method for several years with gratifying
results. When pupils have become familiar with
the meaning of the signa + - X ÷, place those
signs in a row with various numerical quantities
under each (suited to the ability of the class)
These quanthies may be eithqr abstract or concrete,
whole or fractional. Then point in succession to
the quantities which you wish the class to work
with. You may direct the scholars to raise hands
(or to speak) in answer, when you remove the
pointer from the board ; or upon any convenient
signal, and the teacher is thus relieved of the
necessity of speaking whilst the calclations are in
progress.

ILLUSTRATION.

31 73 84 63 apples.
42 28 75 1 u2

15 1; 3 apples 96 4
'6 apples 14 2-5 1

1 116
-5 e

(1) Teacher points in succession to the quantities
which I have indexed, t, 2, 3, etc., to 14, and as the
po:nter touches each quantity the scholars simul-
taneously and mentally perform the operations
denoted by the sign which stands above it. In
this example the result is 6J.

Examples may be multiplied ad ininitum.

Corresbondence.

A TEACHER'S ADVICE.
Te thte Editor Of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.

DEAR JOURNAL,-After all the hard, cold cyni-cisms about "Advice, gratis," I have faith to
believe that words of friendly counsel to young
teachers are like seed cast into good and fruitful
ground. When I first took charge of an ungraded
school with 134 pupils on the roll, I was hungry for
good advice, and often longed for som'e friend who
had passed through the discipline of experience to
give me the benefit of sorme of his dearly-bought
lessons. Dr. Ryersan's Journal of Educat ion I
greedily read for light and guidance, and often
gathered hints that were invaluable to me in mydaily work. Perhaps the moat painful event during
my first year, notwithstanding a firut-clas certifi

cate duly executed, was the discovery that I did
not know my native language sufficiently well to
teach thoroughly the lowest class in my school. I
found, to my great surprise, tbat neither myselfnor my previous teachers knew accurately theFirst Book ofLessons. The kind friend who directed
me to Fowler's English Language did me a life-
long service in the space of one minute ; and now,
my wish is to do a similar service to some one that
will this year go out in the noble young army ofteachers and begin the task of teaching elementary
English.

Before me lies a book on the English Language,fresh from the imperial hand of a master who has
spent his strength in the cause of education, and
especially in the service of young teachers. His
great scholarship and long training in didactics
have given him supreme command of clearness,
simplicity, and the rare and difficult art of knowinghow much to suppress. An authority for many
years on mental science and methods of teaching,
he has also proved himself an equally high author-
ity on the language and literature of England, sothat the student who follows him through the four
parts of this book will never have very much to
unlearn. It is written " for the four years of study
required, in England, of a pupil-teacher," and is a
very able review of the salient features of the lan-
guage, presented very much in the same manner
that a vigorous, clear-headed teacher would employwith tongue and crayon before an intelligent class.
The pages resemble the blackboard of a thoroughly
competent and skilful instructor, accompanied byclear-toned and impressive delivery. As a practi-
cal illustration of lucid, well-arranged teaching,through which there run a spice of individualityand a remarkable power of arresting attention,
Professor Meiklejohn's English Language is. well
worthy of perusal even by those who have no need
of instruction in the subject-matter. His experience
in book-making has taught him admirably how to
use typography to indicate the perspective import-
ance of each topic, and the young teacher will
insensiblyimitate this on his own blackboard when
he becomes saturated with the incisive and telling
style of these pages. A foot note or an asterisk
does not meet the eye, a sufficient proof that the
writer has skill ta weave his web deftly without
stopping the loom to tie threads. Read in connec-
tion with the author's remarkable little "Book oy
English ' (price 35 cents), this volume will qualifythe student for our first class examinations and
costs only$1.40, in the reprint of D. C. Heath &
Co., Boston. To young teachers who have candi-
dates for third class certificates on their hands, the
sketch of English literature, the chapters on com-
position, style, figures, the history of the language,and the excellent index, will prove more serviceable
than any authorized text-book, and more useful
than Bain's Composition, on which there is at
present a 'run among our excellent examiners.

Dear JOURNAL, may you flourish, prosper, be
happy ; please receive my blessing, and-my sub-
scription for 1889. Yours cordially,

TEACHER.

Educational Meetings.

WEST HURON TEACH ERS' ASSOCIATION.
THE West Huron Teachers' Association met in

the Model School, Goderich, on September 27,the President in the chair. Owing to the emall at-
tendance, the only business transacted was the
appointment of committees. On reassembling at
1.30 p.m., minutes of last session at Exeter, and
the mrning session, were read and confirmed.
Moved by Mr. Brown, seconded by Mr. Delgaty,that Messrs. Kilty and Nevin be appointed a comt-
mittee to assist the Secretary in preparing a report
of the proceedings of the Association for the press.
Carried. The roll was then called by Inspectar
Tom, and sixty-two teachers answered ta tbeir
names. The Business Committee then reported
that owing to the fact that Dr. McLellan bas to
leave early in the morning, it is deemed advisable
ta allow him the whole afternoon for the discus-
sion of bis subjects. This was agreed ta, and theDr. then took up the subject of Psychology, and
its relation to teaching, dealing particularly with
the raw materials of intellectual development
under three heads, viz., sensation, interest, and
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impulse, shawing that these in their order form by Inspector Tom, that the usual fee be paid to bc

the bases of intellect, emotion, and will. The lec- the caretaker Of Goderich Model School. Car- si

ture, which was conducted in the conversational ried. The Association then adjourned to meet at fa

style. was full of terse and pointed remarks, and 1.15 p.m. On reassembling the minutes of the es

was highly appreciated by the teachers. The Pre- previous session were read and adopted. Mr. R. ev

aident then gave his address on E. Brown then introduced a discussion on " Reli- ai

eTHE TEACHER AS A PUBLIC SERVANT." gious Exercises and Good Manners." The discus- ge
sion was further carried on by Messrs. Duff, Tom, an

The address was carefully prepared, and dealt Grant, Embury, and Strang, the general opinion tr
chiefly with the following statements, viz.: prevailing among those who took part in the dis-

ist. The teacher is a more efficient officer than cussion that too much responsibility is thrown
any other public servant. upon the teacher in this respect, and that where a

2nd. His work is important, as the life of a na- Jack of moral training was manifest, the home in-
tion depends upon its intelligence ; as obedience to fluence and general surroundings were in a grçat 1.
laws is carefully inculcated. measure responsible. Still it was the duty of

3rd. The teacher's tenure of office, especially teachers ta exercise all due vigilance in this res-
in rural districts, is too insecure, and the present pect, and, as far as possible, check ail improprie- bo
law regarding superannuations very unsatisfac- ties in speech or action. Mr. C. Seager, Mayor of
tory. the town of Goderich, being present, was invited 2.

The address was listened to very attentively and to address the teachers, and did so in a neat
well received. The Secretary then drew attention speech. The Inspector called tbe roll, and sev-
to the lecture and entertainment to be given in enty teachers answered ta their names. The 3.

the opera bouse in the evening, and cammittees auditors then presented their report, which was
were appointed ta carry aut the arrangements. adopted. Mr. Embury then introduced the dis-
Dr. McLellan then took up Phonic Reading. cussion on " School Management and Discipline,"
This subject proved very instructive, and was very dealing more particularly with the requisite qualifi-
fully discussed, all the teachers being most anxious cations of a successful teacher, He said that such
to pursue the best methods of gettng the young a teacher should possess tact not only in the man-

pupils to recognize in.the quickest thme sound is agement of the school as a whole, but in dealing
This being reCognized as one of the most d t with individual pupils, for ail pupils did not re- 5..
thinge in school work, considerable cross-firing quire the application of the same principles of dis-
was indulged in, and no doubt much good will re- cipline. A properly qualified teacher should also 6.
sult from the discussion. At about 5.30 p.m. the be a persan of culture, have a large amount of sym-
Association adjourned, to meet in the evening at pathy, and needed constant preparation. Mr. J.
the appointed hour, and in the morning at 8.20. P. Nevin, in continuing the discussion, dealt chiefly
The evening session of the Institute was held in upon the organization and orderof schools. Heheld
thegrandopera house. Dr. McLellan delivered that in rural mixed schools more difficulties pre-
hit excellent and eloquent lecture on " English sented themselves than could possibly appear in
Literature and its Value in Education." graded schools in cities and towns, but by a judi-

SEPTEMBER 28TH. cious application of the principles laid down by

The Association met in the Model School pur- the previous speaker, these difficulties could be

suant to adjournment, the President in the chair. overcome. The time of adjournment having ar-
Devotional exercises were conducted by Mr. rived, the discussion on this subject was closed. w
Embury. Afterroutine,G.W. Holman gave a verbal Inspector Tom then addressed the teachers for a N
report of the proceedings of the last P. T. Asso- few moments, urging upon them the necessity of r
ciation, to which he was the appointed delegate. making their half-yearly returns promptly, as the

After giving a report of the matters discussed, he law authorized him ta deprive any school of its q

proceeded to give his impressions as to these vari- grant should the half-yearly report be delayed be- f
Ous topics. On the whole he reported that in his yond fifteen days from the close of the school term. h
estimation the Association was improving in the After the customary votes of thanks, the Asso- a
direction of usefulness. The roll was then called, ciation adjourned ta meet at call of Executive.-
and sixty-nine answered to their names. The G. W. HOLMAN, Sec. -Treasurer, Elimville.

election of officers was proceeded with and re- p
sulted as fallows, viz. :-President, A. Embury ;
Vice-President, Miss M. G. Robertson; Sec.- Book Reviews, Notices, Etc.
Treasurer, G. W. Holman ; Executive Committee,

Messrs. H. I. Strang, R. E. Brown, Thomas t
Gregory, and Misses Murray and Halse. Mr. i. GOLDSMITH'S " The Traveller," and " The t

Delgaty then introduced the subject of Arithmetic Deserted Village," edited byArthur Barrett,B.A. I
in Public Schools. He strongly advocated the 2. Shakespeare's " Richard III.," edited by C. H. t

principle teaching instead of rules. Too much at- Tawney, M.A.
tention is frequently paid to rules and not enough 3. Shakespeare's "Henry V.," edited by R. Deigh- P

to principles. He held that arithmetic should be ton, M.A. London : Macmillan & Ce. t
ta•ght in the morning and from blackboard, not
frotht book. Tht discussion then became gen- These form part of the series of English Classics t
eral, sae ta king f grammar and composition, for Indian Students. We have already spoken in t
and others confining their remarks ta arithmetic. the highest terms of other volumes of the series,

Tht ollwîng toak part in th discussions and the three books before us are also worthy of

Messrs. Kilty, Johnston, Embury. Strang, Nevin, great commendation. For beauty of appearance

Brown, and Inspector Tom, most i whom agreed and literary taste, good judgment and common

in th main wIth what Mr. Delgaty had aid agpon sense in annotating, there is no finer series pub-

tht tubject ai arithmetic. Mr. Strang thought lished.

that arithmetic was generally made too prominent GOLDSMITH, " The Traveller," edited by G. B.
a subject in our schools, that it was rather over- Hill, D.C.L. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
rated and not sufficiently practical. In teacbing The imprint is sufficient guarantee of scholarship.
composition Mr. Strang thought it better ta have The generalmake up is all that can be desired.
a good deal of oral drill ; that the giving of abstract T U neaState is nd ttutan by W.sW.d

subjects to young pupils ta write a composition upon Unted States History and Constitution, by W. W.
should be avoided. The reproduction cf the same Rupert, C.E. Boston: Ginn & Ca.

thought in as many different ways as possible This book ought ta be of great use in schools
would produce the best results in language les- where American history is studied. Tht first por-
sons. Rote work should be avoided as much as tion of the book, giving topics for consideration, is

possible in grammar, and the memorizing of cum- especially convenient.
bersome definitions was a serious error in teaching
this subject. The discussion on this subject was Essentials of Geograhy, fo 888-89, byG. C.

then concluded, and Miss Burritt illustrated ber Fisher. Boston: New England Publishîng Ca.

method of teaching and conducting exercises in This little annual has a good abject. What

simple sang singing, by presenting ta the Associa- teacher of geography bas not often felt the need

tion a class of small girls and boys, ranging from of a book that would annually advise of change of

seven to ten, who sang some beautiful selections government, territory annexed or lost, etc. Hither-

The teachers were well pleased with the exercise, ta the only means of keeping posted was to secure

and spoke in much favor of Miss Burritt's method every January, Appleton's Annual Cyclopaedia,

It was then moved by Mr. S. P. Halls, seconded Whittaker's Almanac, and a few others. These

ooks are, however, somewhat expensive, and be-
des, the information needed bad ta be searched
r, sometimes in vain. The teacher can now
sily keep pace with events. The book is, how-
er, somewhat too general in its character, and
ms at too mach. What we want is not a general
ography, but a record of geographical events
d useul information extracted from books of
avel and exploration.
he Elementary Geography, by Eliza H. Morton.

Philadelphia: J. E. Potter & Co.
A useful book.

Little People's Dialogues. For children of ten
years.

Everything original and specially written for the
ok, by the author, Clara J. Denton.

Young Folks' Recitations, No. 2. Designed for
young people of fifteen years. Compiled by E.
C. & L. J. Rook.
Holiday Entertainments. Containing short
dramas, dialogues, tableaux, stories, recita-
tions, etc. Adapted ta all holidays, including
New Year's and especially Christmas occasions.
Edited by Charles O. Shoemaker.
Humorous Dialogues and Dramas. Compiled
by Charles O. Shoemaker. .
Classic Dialogues and Dramas. Compiled by
Mrs. J. W. Shoemaker.
Sunday School and Church Entertainments.
Designed for anniversaries, celebrations, New
Year, Easter, and Thanksgiving occasions, and
the full round of entertainments. Selected
from original articles contributed by a corps of
able and experienced writers.
The Elocutionist's Annual, No. j6. Containing
the latest and best selections for reading or
recitation. Compiled by Mrs. J. W. Shoe-
maker.

Ail of the above seven useful, and in these days,
ell nigh indispensable books, are from the
ational School of Elocution and Oratory, the
eputation of which is sufficient guarantee of the
uality of the original and. selected exercises with
hich they are filled. They range in price from
fteen to thirty cents, in paper. The teacher who
as them aIl, or several of them, can bardly be at
loss for a suitable selection for any exercise of an
locutionary character he may need for the use of
apils.

EXAMINATIONS.

EXAMINATIONS rightly conducted are good,
hough they can never test the moral qualities,
he action of the mind, and the motives of the soul.
f the examinations are prepared by the teacher, as
bey should be, every lesson should be one essential
art in the term'a work, the review should be sim-
ly a broad outlook over the ground gone over, and
he aim of examination ta find out how the child a
nind bas grown in the power of. thought, observa-
ion and judgment. All other examinations make
he means the end, and do more harm than good.
-N. Y. Schooljournal.

THE magic lantern is now being utilized, not
only for the amusement of children, but for the
graver work of teaching geography. The leading
attraction at the reception beld on Friday night in
Williss Roomae by tht Coancil ai the Royal Gea-
graphical Society was the " Lantern-room," where,
by the familiar " slide and screen " arrangement,
a large attendance of visitors had presented ta
them striking representations of Caucasian and
New Guinea scenery and life, with running com-
mentary or short lectures by the well-known trav-
ellers, Mr. Freshfield and Mr. Forbes. Besides
these, Mr. Mackinder, Reader of Geography in the
University of Oxford, sBhowed some specimers of
slides which he bas had prepared to enable his
pupils to understand the true character of icebergs,
the actual (as contrasted with the apparent) di'-
ference between mountainous regions and plains,
varieties of vegetation in different zones, the geo-
logical process of erosion as exhibited in action in
the great American caions, etc. These were most
effective, and the value of Mr. Mackinder s efforts
ta, so ta speak, write geography large were cor-
dially recognized.-The Schoolmaster.
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CATARRH, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS, HAY
FEVER.

A NEW HOME TREATMElIT.

SUFFERERS are not generally aware that these diseases
are contaginus, or that they are due to the presence of
living parasites in the lining membrane of the nose and
eustachian tubes. Microscopic research, however, has
proved this to be a fact, and the result is that a simple
remedy bas been formulated whereby catarrh, catarrhal
deafness and hay fever are perma ently cured in from one
to three simple applications made at home by the patient
once in two weeks. N.B.-For catarrhal discharges
peculiar to females (whites) this remedy is a specific. A
pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent on receipt
of tee cents by A. H. Dixon & Son. 303 West King St.,
Toronto, Canada. -Scientißic American.

Sufferers from catarrhal troubles should carefully read
the above.

Consumption Surely Cured.
To the EDITOR-

Please inform your readers that I have a positive
remedy for the above named disease. By its timely use,
thousands of hopeless cases have been permanently cured.
I shall be glad to send two bottles of my remedy FREE to
any of your readers who have consumption if they will
end me their Express and P.O. address.

Respectfully,
DR. T. A. SLOCUM, 37 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.

Public School Inspector Wanted
The undersigned will receive applications up to Twelve

o'Clock Noon on Wednesday, the 14th day of Novem-
ber next, from candidates for the office of Public School
Inspector for the Counîy of Peel.
. It is desirable that candidates should, with'their appli

cations, mail tweny printed copies of their testimonials
for distribution amongst the members of the County
Council at as early a date as possible. Also, when con-
venient, candidates should be present at the meeting of
Council on the 14th proximo. Applicants to state age,
residence and present position, and when they can com-
mence their duties if appointed.

D. KiRKWOOD,
Clerk of the County of Peel.

BRAMPTON, October 19, 1888.

Headquarters in Canada.!

FOOTBALLS

FOOTBALLGOODS.
Just Arrived, one of the Largest

Consignments ever Imported into Canada.

These goods were purchased by a member of
our firm who personally visited the markets of
Great Britain and selected the very best goods
obtainable.

Most of the best clubs in Canada procure
their balls from us, still some do not like to send
so far for a ball. Distance makes no difference;
so long as you live in any part of Canada or
United States we prepay postage, and have
never known one to go astray yet.

NEW PRICE LIST NOW READY.
A copy of I Football, and How to Play It"

mailed free to each purchaser of a ball.

Send for Pries List to

LUMSDEN & WILSON,
Imboriers,

SEAFORTH, - ONT.

TEACHERS' INSTITUTES.

MR. RICEAi D LEWIS, author of works on Reading and
Elocution, and professor of Elocution in Ontario Colleges, etc.,
desires to announce that having resigned his position as Principal of
the Dufferin School, Toronto, he is prepared to resome his LEC.
TURES tu IRACHERS INSTI. UTES on ELOCUTION and RKADING
ias an ART, and ahbo to lecture on

How to Read and to Teach the Reading of the Au-
thorized School Beaders of Ontario.

These Lectures will be PRACTICAL LESSONS in the art of
Reading, with illustrations fron the entire series of Readers.

Mr. Lewis is also prepared to give

NIG-EITs 0:w RIA.DING8S

And Literary Entertainm-nts in connection with Institutes.
References permitted to Dr. McLellan andJ. J. Tilley, Esq.,
Directors cf Institutes. Iddress, 16 Wooi St., T'oronto.

TACH ER S to push our superior lines ofTEA H R Subscription Books, Family
Bibles and Photograph Albums. Our books are specially
adapted to the present season, and embrace a choice line
of CHRISTMAs BooKs, prepared solely for our agents'
trade. Exclusive territory, extra terms. Write J. S.
Robertson, Manager Subscription Department, Rose
Publishing Co., Toronto.

Galt Collegiate Institute.
This school bas a first-class equipment, and prepares

candidates for Third, Second and First-Class Certificates,
and for junior and Senior Matriculation with honors in
all departments. A fine gymnasium, large and beautiful
grounds. Drill, Gymnastics and Calisthenics by Captain
Clarke, of Guelph. For Catalogue apply to

THOS. CARSCADDEN, M.A.
Principal.

FOOTBA LLS.

PATENT BUTTONLESS.
Handled by no one else in Canada.

No, 3, $2.00. No. 4, $2.50. No. 5, $3.15.

All other lines furnished at greatly reduced rates.

TH1E " BUTTONLESS"I
Is the Only Perfect Ball. TRY IT.

Remit per P.O. Order or Registered Letter.

D. FORSYTH,
Secretary Western Football Association,

BSrRL-IN, ONT .

SOM E NEW BOOKS.
College Algebra. Bv G. A. WENTWOBTH, Professor of

Mathematics m Phillips Exter Academy. $r.50.
As the name indicates, this bock is especially prepared for the use

of college classes.

Laboratory Manual of General Chemistry. By R. P.
WILLIAMS, author of " introduction to Chemical science." 35
cents.

Directions for rerforming zoo experiments, with blank spaces for
recqrding observations.

Thaatopsis and other Favorite Poems of BRYANT.
to cents.
Prepared to accompany Lockwood's Lessons in English.

A Courue of Bench Work la Wood. By W. F. M. Goss,
Professr of Practical Mecharbics in Purdue University. 70 cents-

A practical text-book for manual training schools and all institu
tions that have a department of industrial training.

Introduction to the Study of the. Middle Agen. By,
E PHRAIm EMERTON, Professor of History in Harvard U.iversity.
$1.12.

This covers the period from the Battle of Adrianople to the death
of Charlemagne, A.D 378 to 814. Original maps of special value
are irciuded.

Benjamin Franklin-Ris Life. by snmmolf. Edited in
the heries of Classics for Children. Beards, 40 cents; cloth, so
cents.

This is based, by permission, upon Bigelow's edition, and the
story of Franklin's life is completed from the best sources.

Coesar's Army. By H. P. JUDSoN, Professor of History in the
University of Minnesota. $î.no.
The aim of this work is to " reconst-uct " the military systemt o

Cmsar's time in order to illustrate the history, and particularly
Cesar's " Commentaries."

War These books will be sent to teachers on receipt of the introductiod prices given above.

GINN & 00., Publishers, Boston, New York and Chicago.
.L...R 00

BOOKSELLJ3RS AND STATIONeRS.
Dealers in the books required by TEACHERS :-The Text Books required for TRAINING INSTITUTES, COLLEGES

and HIGH sCHOOLS, and for PUBLIC and PRIVATE SCHOULS.
Save time, save worry, lave disappointment, savemoney by sending your orders direct to us.

VANNEVAR & CO., 440 YONOE ST., opp. CARLTON ST., TORONTO.
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Toropto

Thorongh jostIuct.
itn iv 7v~ braoch Ut
strurnenta ad The

itû,aof pgioretical. by exce t- M i i
ionally wen qualif ed and Orchestral andteach n Oa schoo
an caparaos adicHall. Students of orchestral nstruments
have the special advantage of practocal experinc n.taan orchestra
of sty performers Vocal Soudents take part i a large chorus,

throogîly practical whether for professional or arnatror stitdent.
Ail Students parici la te ujcsncsaytMnc uS!c a pte FRER in concerts and lectures on har.
snn aca ns c ndTE ai ot becs necessry 10 a proper tn
sical edcatuio. TERSIS:-CClan.1or embate raîo.$ 030
F. H. Torrington, Director. 12 mroke St.. TORONT3

LIS1 OF KEYS IN TE

Virgil's Eneid, V.. 25 cents; Christophe Colomb, 35 cents; Le
Vere D' Eau, 35 cents; CSsar's B. G. I., r to 33, 25 cents; Cicero
in Catilinam, I., 20 cents.
SUTHERLAND'S, 286 and 288 YONGE Street, TORONTO.

For the Next 30 Days
WE WILL SELL

Genuine American

WALTßA}» + WjATCES
At Reduced Prices as Follows:-

" P. S. BARTLETT," in coin silver case, at $io oo
" WM. ELLERY," in coin silver case, at... 9 oo
ELEVEN JEWELLED SWISS AMERI-

CAN, in coin silver case ............. 5 oo
NICKEL STEM WINDER.............. 4 o
NICKEL KEYLESS WATCH .......... 2 O0

HICHBR GRnDEBS
Proportionately Low.

CATALOGUES FREE.

Charles Stark,
52 Church St., TORONTO.

TEACHERS AND STUDENTS may have aIl their book wa'nts
promptly attended to, either in the new or used line, and at

reasonable terms, by addressing

Frank Porter, 353 Yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)

Books to any part of the Dominion, for Inspectors, Teachers
and Students, mailed or expressed dai y.

STUDY. LATIN AND GREEK AT
sight, use the " INTERLINEAR CLASSICS.
Sampl Page and Catalogue of SchoolH O°1.**°.f C. DESILVER & SONS,

No. (L.L.) tuo2 Walnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
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The Bennett Furnishing Co. The Best Books for ail kinds of Entertaininents and Exhibitions
MANUFACTURERS OF THE ELOCUTIONISTSANNUAL.-Sixteen numbers. HUMOROUS DIALOGUES AND DRAMAS.-Replete

"The best series of speakers published." No one should be in the most amusing characters and laughble situations. Paper

SCHdLRU HHLRCL an HALL without ail the numbers. Paper binding, each 30 cents. Cloth, binding, 30 cents. Boards, 50 cents.

so cents. CLASSIC DIALOGUES AND DRA AS.-;Selected from
BEST THINGS FROM BEST AUTHORS.-Five vol- the works of the bes, dramatists. Paper binding, 30 cents.

umes. Each volume contains three numbers of The Elocution- Boards, 50 cents.
ist's Annual, in the order of their issue. Cloth, each $x.5o. 5 OLIDAY ENTERTAINMENTS. Eniarged.-Adapted
Full set, five volumes in a box, $5.So. not dhly to the Christmas holidays, but also to Easter occa>ions,

- ALSO - CHILD'S OWN SPEAKER.-For children of five years. Decoration Day, Fourth of Julv, Thanksgiving, etc. Paper

Paper binding, 15 cents. Boards, 25 cents. binding. 30 cents. Boards, 5o cents.

LITTLE PEOPLES SPEAKER.-For children of ten SUNDAY SCHOOL AND C URC1. ENTERTAIN-
Fine Hardwood Mantels• years. Papr binding, n5 ce.ts. Boards, 25 cents. MENTS.-Responsive Exercises, Dramatnzed Bible Stories,

YOUNG FOLK'S BECITATIONS. Nom. 1 and 2.- iBalous eeitiajons binin, 0 centsu or illustratn some

For childrtn of fifteen years. Paper binding, each 15 cents. P®

Send for New Illustrated Catalogue, now in press, and which Boards, 25 cents. HOW TO BECOME A PUBLIC SPEaKER.-BY Wm.

appears in a few days, with the latest designs in School, Church LITTLEC PEOPLE'S DIALOGUES.-For children of ten Pittenger. Shows in a simple and concise way how any person

and Hall Furniture. ears. New and original. Everything bright and fresh. Paper of ordinary perseverance and good common sense may become a

WORKS: bding, 5 cents. Boards 40 cens. ready and effective public speaker. Paper bining, 30 cents.

Rectory Street, London, Canada. YOUNG FOLK'S DIALOGUES.-For children of fifteen Boards, Eo cents.
64 London Road, Glasgow, Seotland. yeaàs. Everything written especially for this book. Paper PrACTICAL ELOCUTION.-Enlared to contain one hn-

Victoria Works, Bow, London, England. bind g, 25 cents. Boards, 4o cents. dred pages of the choicet sclections, ada.ted to class-room drill

OFFICES: YOUNG FOLES' ENTERTAINMENTS.-Contains Mo- orfor REeading.and-recitation. $ p.2u.
tion Songs, Concert Pieces, Charades, Pantomines, Tambourne EXTE'PORE SP iECf.-Every public speaker would like

Rectory Street, London, Canada. and Fan Drils. Tableaux, etc. Paper binding, 25 cents. Boards, to steak extempoi aneously ie cou:d lear how to do so. This

24 Dalmarnock Road. Glasgow Scotland• 40 cents, book tells how to do it. Cloth binding, $1.25.

173 Usher Road Bow, London, England C OIC HUMOR.-For reading and recitation. The latest ORATORY.-By Rev. Henry Ward Beecher. A masterly ora-

and best book of humor published. Paper binding, 30 cents. tion by on of our first orators. Cloth, 40 cents.

Education Department, Ontario. Boards, 5o cents. WHITE SUNLIG1T OF POTENT WORDS.-By Rev.

CHOICE DIALECT.-For reading and recitation. Irish John S. McIntosh D.D. A scholarly and eloquent oration on

I888-I889. Scotch, French, German, Negro, etc. Covers a broad range of the characteristics of effective public delivery. Limp Cloth, 25

LITERATURE SELECTIONS sentiment. Paper binding, 30 cents. Boards, 50 cents. cents.

CHOICE DIALOGUES.-Everything specially written for this

FOR TEACHERS' THIRD, SECOND AND FIRST CLASS bo k by a corps of ab e w iters. Suited to ail occasions. Paper Above books forsale by all booksellers and newsdealers, or mailed

GRADE C NON-PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. binding, 30 cents. Bo-rds, 50 cents. upon receipt of price to any part of the United States or Canada.

CLASS III.
English.-The following Selections from the High

School Reader:-
No. VIII. Walton-Angling.

XXV. Burke-On the attacks on his Pen-
sion.

* XXX. Sott-The Trial by Combat at the
Diamond of the Desert.

No. LIX. Lever-Waterloo.
* " LXI. Newman-The Plague of Locusts.

" LXXXVIII. Lowell-The Robin.
wIII. Shakespeare-The Trial Scene in

IThe Merchant of Venice.
w ' ~ V. Resirick-To Daffodils.

XX. Gray-The Bard.
* " XXXI. Wordsworth-To a Highland Girl.

" XLI. Slelley-The Cloud.
LXIV. Aytoun-The Island of the Scots.

LXVII. Longfdlow-The Hanging of the
Crane.

LXIX.
Eve."'

LXXV.Rosetti-The Cloud Confines.
"Tennyson-The Lord of Burligh.

" LXXX. "rahek ra.
"The Revenge.

Ci.Scinur-oTThe ias M art nh

Dodm-iamoen of the Desr.Prfc

Lati- Ciero-Lver-atrloom .

Lati-Co Loar- we Gall- iurn ., 3
French- Dea S hrisertoher Tal Sceein

Gema- ier Deroo Gengmact Rede (ism,

" deTidhuMrchtoenice.

mer.T afois

CLASS IIG.DEC

Enish-Sh- LGrayoft-The Bad M t.
Goldsmithl- eytSe Cto orld. ass Il.)

Greek-an Nos. 13, 14iPhi23, cs2I,,2I,

Latin- oayce-tOde Iliand I.

Lirgit- XXnidII.

Lofcr- BellowGeu ang Afte
FrncCrrsthe C eluConfies.)

Tee anTche des byuseih.

n O "freakrhre ak, break.

*y adIeSinuneThe Forsakein Gcarden

L T sales mae G ani sm, tis for I-33.

Grench- DeFivas'PItroductor Frenc Reaer

Germn- Highce ScOolderma RedeI(ri.

CLASS XIII.
enlih-Scib- Ly ofethe L'astMnsr.

Goldsmih-itien of the Wd. Preface

andRIO Nos. 13 Ii 3,*2, 6

N.B.7-Subj 30,36 37,49 5rdsA0n , 55stCl,6.
Leatin ero In Catisinam L dcto catet

German-Hau-t s Kdw aterz. ilb rpae o
Scile- erGngnahde Esnhm

THE NATIONAL SCHOOL OF ELOCUTION AND ORATORY,
Publication Department,

CHARLES C. SHoEMAKER, Manager. No. 1124 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

North American Life Assurance Co.
(Incorporated by Special Act of Dominion Parliament.)

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT. FULL GOVERNMENT DEPOSIT.

HON. A. MACKENZIE, M.P.,
Ex-Prime Minister of Canada, President.

HON. A. MnRP I, vice-Presidents.
JOHN L. BLAIKIE, P

ISSUES ALL APPROVED FORMS OF LIFE POLICIES AND ANNUITIES.

Its Policy enables you to leave an estate that canrot be taken from those you love by any circumstances.

It will secure your wife freedom from those distressing expe.iences which corne to the destitute.

It secures means to continue the education of your children, and mantains an unbroken home for them should you be cut off

before they are able to care gor themselves.

It secures your business from being sacrificed, as is so often the case, for want of ready money to meet the demands that corne

in the process of forced liquidation of the estate by strangers.

ITs ANNUITY BOND will provide a comfortable living for your old age.

TEACHERS desirous of changing their vocation will fSnd an Agency of this Company profitable. Apply to

WM. McCABE, Managing Diîector.

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.

The most accurate and best series of Wall Maps published. Drawn and engraved by the eminent Geographer. J. Bartholome,
F.R.G.S., Edinburgh. Mounted on Strong Cloth, with Rollers, clearly Colored and Varnished.

NO. siZE. REGULAR PRICE. NO. SIZE. REGULAR PRICa

1. Railway Map of Ontario, 43 by 33 in. $3 BO i n. Africa, - - - 7 52 430
2. Ontario,............ 52 4 50 11. British Islands, . . . 67 '52 4 50

3. Quebec, - - - - 67 52 " 4 50 12. Australia and New Zealand, 67 " 52 " 4 50
4. New Brunswick, - 67 " 52 " 4 50 13. Palestine, .- - 67" 52 4 50

5. Nova Scotia and Prince 14. The World in Hemispheres, 67 5 52 o
Edward Island, , 67 " 52 " 4 su x5. The World on Mercator's

6. North America, - - 67 " 52 " 4 50 Projection, - - - 67 , 52 4 50

7. South America, . - - 67 " 52 " 4 50 16. United States, - - . 81 * 52 6 _o

8. Europe, ---- 67" 52 ' 4 50 17. The Dominion of Canada, 8o "4" 6 50
3. Asia, - - - 67 " 52 4 50

To any Teacher or Board of Trustees subscribing for THE EDUCATIONAL JO URNAL at $S.5o, we will send
one or more of the above Maps, each at $S.oo less than the regular price.

This is an opportunity that should not be neglected. Supply your school at once with first-clas Maps at wholesale rates.

lu ordering Dictionaries or Maps please give your nearest express office.

. Address, EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.

TEACHERS, STUDENTS, MIVNISTERS 1
RELIABLE LIFE INSURANCE WITHIN YOUR REACH.

THE CANADIAN MUTUAL AID ASSOCIATION I
.ASSE SSME]9T SYSTE M..

Large Reserve Fund as Guarantee. Return of Profits to Members Every Ten Years. For particulars address the
Head Office, No. 10 King Street East, Toronto.

Agents wanted in all unrepresented districts. W . P. P A C E, Manager.
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IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

SCHOOL SONGS! PATRIOTIC
SONGS! SONGS FOR THE FAMILY

CIRCLE, and
BRIGHT SONGS FOR PRIMARY

and ADVANCED CLASSES.

THE CANADIAN

M usic Cou rS
Places the teaching of Vocal Music

on ais Educational Basis, applies the
saime inethods and principles that
direct good teaching li other school
studies, and lightens the labor of
teachers by furnishing abundance of
the choicest material arranged lu the
nost available form for classwork.

A Progressive Series of Music Readers
for every grade of School

Instruction
COMPLETE IN THREE BOOKS.

BOOK i.-Numerous exercises in the first three steps of the Tonic
Sol-fa method, with a carefully graded selection of bright songs
suitable for pr.mary classes, arranged for one and two voices.
Price I5c.

BOOK 2.-Exercises in Time, Tune, and Voice-training, with a
choice selection of Patriotic and other School Songs, arranged
for two voices to the fourth step of the Tonic Sol-fa method.
Also an introduction to the fiist steps of the Staff Notation.
Suitable for intermediate classes. Price, 2oc.

BOOK 3 .- Advanced exercises in Time, Tie, and Voice-training,
with a practical application of the Tonic Sol-fa system as an
interpretation of the Staff Notation. Numerous Part Songs
and Glees, arranged for two, three and four voices, comprising,
with new d original, many gens of recognized menrt. Suit-
able for advanced classes, for high schools sud eveuiug enter-
tainments. Price, 25c.

TEACHERS' HAND ROOK.-Explaining and illustrating the
use of the above booku, sud the various steps in teaching theTonc Sol-ta systern n accordance with modem methods. Wil
be ready January ist. Price, soc.

The Tonic Sol-fa Nodulators
OR, CHARTS FOR TEACHING TUNE.

No. i.-Three columns including chramatic toues. Contains al
that is necessary Ïor Books i and 2. Price, paper, r5c.
mounted or- canvas with rollers, varnisbed, 35c

No. 2 -Five columns of diatonic and chromatic scales. Contain
ail that is necessary for Book 3 and Intermediate Certificate
Tonic Sol-fa College. Price, paper, 2oc.; mounted on canva
with rollers, varnished, Soc.

It bas been fully demonstrated in the Public Schools of Montreal
Toronto, Hamilton, Stratford, etc., where Tonic Sol-fa bas bee
introduced. that from ten to fifteen minutes judiciously devoted t
music each day, will enable pupils to acquire the ability to read
music at sight as intelligently as they read an English author.

CANADi PUBLISHIIG CO'I
(LIMITED),

TO] =O]SETO.

SCHOOL BOOKS
Autlorized by Departn)ent of Educatio1).

THE HIGH SCHOOL ALGEBRA,
BY

W. J. ROBERTSON, B.A., LL.B. and

J. J. BIRCHARD, M.A., Ph.D.

12 Mo. C/oth, 338 Pages, Price 75 cts

Drawing, Perspective and Geometrical,
By THOS. H. McGUIRE, B.A

12 Mo. Cloth, 135 Pages, Price 40 ats.

SCRIPTURE READINCS
For use in the Public and High Schools of Ontario.

Revised Edition, 12Mo. Cloth, 434 Pages, 75 Cents, Roan $1.25.

RECOMMENRDE BY DEPARTMmNT OF EDUCATION.

AN OUTLINE STUDY OF MAN
OR

The Body and Mind in our System,
By MARK HOPKINS, D.D., LL.D.

12 Mo. Cloth, 308 Pages, $1.25.

JUST ISSUED,

AIMS AND OBJECTS OF THE
Toronto Humane Society.

Edited by J. GEORGE HODGINS, M.A., LL.D.

Illustrated with one hundred and twelve engravings. A work
consisting of Anecdotes and Stories in Prose and Poetry, beau

nifully setting forth the aims and onjects of the Society.

WILLIAM BRIGGS,
78 & 80 King Street East,

TORONTO.

W. STAHLSCHMIDT & CO.
PRESTON, ONTARIO,

Manufacturers of Office, School, Church and Lodge Furniture

THE "MARVEL" SCHOOL DESK,
PATENTED JANUARY 14TH, x886.

Send for Circulars and Price Lists. Naine this paper. See
our Exhibit at the Toronto Industrial Exhibition.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIVE

Geo. F. Bostwick, - 56 King Stireet West.

1ICURE

FITSt
When I say CURE I do not miean merely to

stop them for a time. and then have them re-
turn again. I MEAN A RADICAL CURE.

I have made the disease of

FITS, EPIEPSY or
FALTMLG SICKNESS,

Alife long stud. I wARRAT myremedy to
CURE the wors cases. Because others have
failedis no reason for not now recelvinga cureBond at once for a treatise and aFRE E OTTLE
of M; INFALvLRrL REMEDY. Give ExaresS
and oat Office. It costs you nothing or a
trial, and it will cure you. Address
Dr. H. G. ROOT. 37 Yonge St., Toronto, Ont,

ATTLE 0F -SEDAN
Corner Front and York Streets.

Toronto's Greatest Attraction.
Open Daily from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Admission 5o Cents. Children 25 Cents.

GRIP! Bound Volume for 1887.
We have now something tasty and valuable to offer our

readers and the public.

The Bound Volume of GRIP, for 1887,
Is ready for delivery, and will be found a source of con-
stant entertainment and pleasing reference.

It has every number of GRIP for the year, and is
beautifully bound in cloth, with gilt lettering-making a
book of more than 8oo pages.

Though the binding alone is worth $1.25, the book
will be sold at

The Low Price Of $2.50.

Send in your orders at once and get this beautiful
volume.

The Grip Printing and fublishing Company,
26 and 28 Front Street West, Toronto.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRV
BellsofPur, Copper and To for Church

Feot ire AI.r,~aaîu t FULL,
RiNT taloiu entFree

VANDUZEN TIrT Cincinnati.

CHOICE WALL PAPERS
FOR 1888. ALL NEW.

STAINED GLASS AND INTERIOR DECORATORS.

MCCAUSLAND & SON,
722 76 Ki, Street West - TORONTO.

"Public School
Temperance."

The attention of teachers is respectfully called to this
new work, designed for use in the Public Schools. It is
placed on the programme of studies under the new regu-
lations, and is authorized by the Minister. It will be used
in three forms. The object of the book is to impart to
our youth information concerning the properties and
effects of alcohol, with a view to impressing them with
the danger and the needlessness of its use.

The author of the work is the celebrated Dr. Richard-
son, of England ; and this book, though somewhat less
bulky, being printed in smaller type, contains the whole
of the matter of the English edition, slightly rearranged
as to some of the chapters, to suit the requirements of our
public school work. It is, however, but half the price of
the English edition.

The subject is treated in a strictly scientific manner;
the celebrated author, than whom there is no better
authority on this subject, using the researches of a life-
time in setting forth the facts of which the book dis.
courses. At the same time the style is exceedingly
simple ; the lessons are short and accompanied by appro-
priate questions, and the language is adapted to the
comprehension of ail who may be required to use the
book. Price 25 cents, at all bookstores.

THE GRIP PRINTING AND PUBLISHING CO.
Publishers, Toronto.

T0 TEACHERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS.-THE PRE-
servation of the natural teeth is indispensible to a perfect

articulation. If your teeth are decayed hhve them capped and
crowned by the Land syste. This process is new, beautiful and
durable. No extracting; no long, tedious operations; no pain.
AIl operatio-s known to modern dentistry skillfully donc at very
smalil fees.-CHAs. P. LENNOX, Room B, Arcade, Yonge street,
Toronto.

s
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VNotes on the Lessons for Thind-Class Literaturefor 1889
PRICE 3o CENTS.

oFINIoNs 0F TEACI-IERS.
St. Thomas, October 4. 18

8
8. Beamsville, October 5, 1888.

GENTLEMEN. -I am sure it must prove a great help to both DEAR SiR,-Having examined the Notes, along with the literary W. J. G
teachers and students. I consider it an excellent little work. selections, I believe them to be excellently adapted to their work if GENT

I am, etc.. properly used. The information given is choice, and the critical selected,
N. M. CAMPBELL, Prin. M.S. explanations well given, well selected, and-what is important to believe t

the teacher and student-brief and to the point. The questions Third C
Cobourg, October 11, 18

8
8. asked are well adapted te draw the student out and make him think.

Have no doubt but ail who are interested in 'that wo k will be And this book is not like some others, crowded with definitions

saved hours of rummaging through various authors to find just which properly belong to a dictionary. Yours sincerely,
what you have placed at their disposal. Truly yours, A. E. CAVERHILL

N. BARBER.
Meaford, Ont., October 9, 1888. Mass

Model School, Welland, Oct. 12, 1888. MESSRS. W. J. GAGE & Co., Toronto,- adapted

I heartily recommend the Notes prepared by Mr. J. E. Wells, The Notes are just the kind to produce thinking on the part of Professi

M.A., on Third Class Lit rature for '89, for their suggestive and the pupils, and save the teachel much labor at encyclopædias, etc., selection

critical wor.h. '* hey will, doubtlessly, be much appreciated by which are not always at haud. I have suggested to my class the mend it

both teachers and pupils. Yours, etc., advisability of getting copies oF this edition.
J. W. GARVIN. H. H. BURGESS, Prin. M.S., Meaford.

Caledonia, October, 9, 1888.
AGE & C.,-
LEME.N,-The points explained have been very judiciously
and the Notes themselves are very clear and concise. I

he work will prove very useful to candidates preparing for
lass Examinations.

Yours very truly
I. S. ROWAT, H.M.M.S.

Napanee, Oct. 8, 1888.
xs,-I consider Wells' Notes on Third Class Literature well
to help the teacher who is preparing for the next Non-

onal Examination. The Appendix with notes on new
s for i889, imakes the work complete. I cordially recom-
to the notice of candidates.

Vours,
J. BOWERMAN.

Remainders Offered at Special Prices.
Any of the Books in the following List wili be sent post-paid bn receipt of Reduced Price.

RECITERS, ETC. pr®ce u rce

Canadian Humorous Reciter. A collection of the best Amer-
ican, Scotch and Irish dialogues, readings and recitatio'ns
for school exhibitions, social gatherings and literary enter-
tainments. Edited by J. Laughlin Hughes, Inspector of
Public Schools, Toronto ........................... $ 30 10

Canadian Prohibition Reciter. A collection of new dialogues,
readings and recitations for temperance organizations, etc.
By J. Laughlin Hughes.............................. 30 10

The Juvenile Temperance Reciter. A collection of rLcitations
and declamations in prose and verse, for use in Sunday
Schools, Bands of Hope, etc., in two volumes ........... .25 10

Elocutionary Studies, with new readings and recitals. By
Edwin Drew ............................... ....... 35 18

Duncan's Penny Readings and Recitations in prose and verse.
Two series, each ....... .... .............. ........ 70 35

The Universal Reciter. A literary bouquet, containing 81
choice selections.................................... 50 25

The Temperance Speaker, or the Good Templar's Reciter .--- 50 25

The Sabbath School Reciter, comprising choice and interest-
ing selections ....................... ......... .... 50 25

J. B. Gough's Temperance Dialogues.......... .-.- · · · · ·. 50 25
The Gospel Preacher, or Outlines of Sermons, by eminent

divines............................................ 50 25

The Beautiful Reciter, or collections of interesting selections
in prose and verse.................................. 50 25

Silver Songs. Cloth. i8o beautiful melodies for Sunday
School and sacred use. By W. A. Ogden ............. 50 25

Song Evangel. Paper. A music book for social and evange-
listic services .... ...... ........................... 35 18

ATLASES, ETC.
The National School Board Atlas. Constructed and engraved

by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S., with twenty-four naps ...... 35 20
Bacon's Excelsior Elementary Atlas. Sixteei maps . . . . . . . . 2 10

The Universal Atlas for School ,and Home.. Revised in
accordance with the Treaty of Berlin, 1878 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 10

Routledge's Modern Atlas. Thirty-two colored maps ...... 35 2
" Containing sixteen colored maps. 20 10

The Imperial Atlas for the Dominion of Canada. Sixteen
maps constructed and engraved by J. Bartholomew, F.R.G S. 70 40

The Public School Atlas of Modern Geography, in thirty-one
maps; exhibiting clearly the more important physical features-
of the countries delineated, and noting all the chief places
of historical, commercial or social interest. Edited, with
an introduction on the study of geography, by the Rev. Geo.
Butler, Prin. of Liverpool College, 7th edition, with index. . 1 25 75

Marcus Ward's Everyday Atlas, with all the latest geographical
discoveries. Thirty maps printed in colors ; with a complete
index............................. ...... ...... .. 1 75 1 00

Philip's Elementary Atlas for Young Learners, comprising
sixteen maps full colored .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 20 10

Regular Reduced
Price Price

Campbell's Canadian School Atlas, Physical, political, com-
mercial. Twenty-four maps ......................... $1 25 75

Chambers' Atlas. Sixteen colored maps.................. 20 10

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Illustrated Science Monthly. A popular magazine. of

knowledge, research, travel and invention, Edited by J.
A. W . Oliver. 2 vols ...... .................. .each 1 00 50

Memoirs of the Duchess of Orleans. ,By the Marquess De
H . Translated fromn the French ... ..... ......... . . 1 25 40

The Wreck of the Chancellor. A thrilling tale of sea life, by
Jules Verne........................................ 50 25

South Meadows. A tale of long ago, by E. T. Disosway.. .. 1 25 40
Lady Green Sakin and her maid Rosette, or the history of

Jean Paul and his little white m ce. Translated from the
French of M. Des Chesnez .......................... 1 25 40

Romain Kalbris. His adventures by sea and shore. Trans-
lated from the French of Hector Malot by Mrs. Julia
M cNair W right. Illustrated...................... ... 1 25 75

Helen Lee, or the Old Man's Bride. By T. S. Arthur ...... 90 50
History of the Crusades. By J. F. Michaud. Translated by

W. Robson. A new edition, with preface and supplementary
chapter by H. W. Mabie. In three vols . .......... .each 1 25 6o

A. Martyr to Mammon. By L. Baldwin............. , .... 1 25 50
His Own Enemy; a story of a man of the world. By J.

Bloundelle-Bnrton, in two voli ................... pet set 2 00 1 o

Five Hundred Abbreviations Made Intelligible. Containing an
explanation of the initial letters commonly used to denote
titles, orders and degrees, etc., etc. .............. ..... .50 25

The Play-ground ; or, Out-Door Games for Boys. A book of
healthy recreations for youth, containing upward of a hun-
dred amusements, including games of activity and speed,
and full instructions in archery, cricket, croquet and base-
ball. Splendidly illustrated. 124 wood cuts ............ 50 25

The American Card Player. Containing clear and compre-
hensive directions for playing the games of euchre, whist,
cribbage, draw poker, etc., etc......................... 50 25

Chilton's One Thousand Secrets and Wrinkles. A book of
hints and helps for everyday emergencies, containing 1,ooo
valuable secrets ....................... ............. 30 20

Dick's Handbook of Whist. Containing Pole's and Clay's
rules for playing the modern scientific game. The club
rules of whist and two interesting double and dummy
problems......................................... 25 15

Parlor Tricks with Cards. Containing explanations of all the
tricks and deceptions with playing-cards ever invented, with
seventy engravings.................................. 30 20

Lowes' Shorthand. For acquiring in half-an-hour the method
of taking down sermons, speeches, etc., without the aid of
a master. By J. D. Lowes, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, late
shorthand writer to the Board of Trade, etc............. 20 15

W. J. GAGE & CO., PIJ13LISIIERS & ]BOOKSELLERS, TORONTO.

BY J. E. WELLS, M.A.
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To Teachers Who Wish to Get on.

Messrs. J. E. BRYANT & CO.,
PUBLISHERS, TORONTO,

J/JISH Io secure in every County

in Canada one or two good men

-of energy, intelligence, and probity,

and some ambition to get on in the

world-to act as their .-......

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVES

in and for that Counly. MESSRS.

BRYANT & Co. are the publishers of

a line of Books that appeal to the

intelligence and taste of the cultured

public. Besides the works which they

already have upon the market, they

have nearly ready three others, ail of

which are such as a Teacher can

honestly recommend as being ai once

good in maiter, good in appearance,

and good in respect of commercial

value. .. -- .. -- .. -- .. . ·
To their Local Representatives,

MESSRS. BRYANT & CO. will grant
the exclusive rziht to selI in the ter-

ritories assigned them, and will allow

them liberal commissions-commissions

so liberal that Teachers can easily

add a considerable sum to their annual

salary by actin' as Local Representa-

tives-and, moreover, will deal with

them in such a way that there need

be not the slightest risk of loss, and
SCARCELY ANY OUTLAY.

MESSRS. BRYANT & Co. have already

upon their list some of the best beach-

ers in the country-men who stand as

high in the public esteem, both as

teachers and as men, as any in the

land; but they -have employment for

many more. . ... .'......

Correspondence is respectfully solic-

iled with a view to engagement.

A ddress-

J. E. BRYANT & Co.,
Publishers,

64 Bay Street, TORONTO.

HE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL.

Practical Elcuionn

BY J. W. SHOEMAKER, A.M.

ENLARGED.

The best and most popular Text-book on the subject
of Elocution.

" PRACTICAL ELOCUTION," as its name importe,
is a condensed, yet comprehensive, treatment of the
whole subject of Elocution, giving brief consideration to
all the topics bearing upon natural expression.

In response to the request for illustrative reading
matter, the book has been enlarged by the addition of
one hundred pages of the choicest selections, affording
the widest range of practice in the several departments
of Voice, Articulation, Gesture, Analysis and Expression,
subjects which are fully treated in the body of the work.

PRICES :-300 PAGES, HANDSOMELY BOUND.
Regular Retail Price.......................... $r 25
To Teachrrs for Examinat on ....... .......... 1 o
Introduction. Ptice ............................ 75
Exchange Price............................... 6o

These are the prices direct, and NOT through the booksellers.
IFurther particulars cheerfully furnished. Corre-pondence soliited.

THE NATIONAL SCHOOL 0F ELOCUTION AND ORATORY

1124 Arch Street, PhiladeRphia.
Publication Department-C. C. SHORMAKHR, Manager.

R. W. DOUGLAS & CO, No. 250 YONGE STREET,

(Successors to A PIDDINGTON), TO RO NTO.
Have the Largest Stock of New and Second-Hand Educational dooks in this country. A specialty

made of Rare and " Out of Print " Books.
Students would do well, before ordering elsewhere, to try our House, as we are prepared to furnish at shortest

notice, Books in every Department of Literature at Lowest Rates.

NOTE THE PLACE. MAMMOTH BOOK EMPORIUM, 250 Yonge Street.
Known for Fwenty-five years as " PIDDINGTON'S."

ANT ONE CAIT PLAT OVE
Parlor Orchestrones

$115 to $200.
A great many lovers of Music have Organs and Pianos, bu,

owing to the great expense for tuition, and the heavy tax on time
necessary for practice before even medium efficiency is acquired,
we fimd that elght out of ten give it up in despair.

It is a pleasure to us to be able to inform these that WE
HAVE FOUND THE ROYAL ROAD TO MUSIC, and by
giving FIVE MINUTES' INSTRUCTION, we can enable them
to play better music than 999 out of every 1,000 can on the
ordinary Organ or Piano. We invite lovers of music to call and see
these wonderful Instruments at

THOS, CLAXTON'S MUSIC STORE
197 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONARY !
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885), No. 23 (f), read

as follows :
"Every School should have, at least, a Standard Dictionary and a Gazetteer."

We make Teaclbers and Boards of Trustees t4e followiljg offers
Concise Imperial,- best bind2ing, - - $5.50
Webster's Unabridged,full bound, - 11.50
Lippincott's Gazetteer,full bound, - - 11.50

Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL in every case.

These prices are below the usual selling figures for these Standards, irrespective of TheJournal,
In other words, by forwarding their orders to us, Teachers or Trustees get THE EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL one year for nothing. Address,

THE GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING 00.
26 & 28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.

Special Offers.
We will send The Educational Journal three months

and Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for
$I .00.

We will send The Educational Journal four months
and Williams' Composition and Practical English,
posipaid, for $î.co.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for $2.op.

We will send The 'Educational Journal one year and
Williams' Composition and Practical Englhsh, post -
paid, for $2.oo.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Worcester's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $9.50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
the Concise Imperial Dictionary (best binding), for
$5 50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Webster's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $11.50.

We will send The Educational journal one year and
Lippincott's Gazetteer (Full Sheep), for $ 1s.50.

ADDRESS-

The Educational Journal,
GRIP OFFICE, TORONTO.


